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the network has had to take 

over new responsibilities.

The Role of Security IC

Technology in the Mobile 

E-Commerce Market.

The mobile phone and in

particular the GSM system 

has become the most popular

consumer product since the TV.

The penetration per head of

population has reached over 

70% in some European

countries. The success of the

technology used is in part due 

to use of a standard of the

software architecture.
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Calum Bunney.

The last issue of SECURE

(*available at www.silicon-

trust.com) concerned itself 

with the towering presence 

of the PC, and the need to 

build or even beat Trust into it.

This current issue addresses 

itself to the broader, and still

hazily defined world of 

customer identity management.
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contribution to the issues

surrounding management 

of digital identities?
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any doubts concerning the

identity of someone placing an

order.The best method for such

secure and failsafe user

authentication is considered to

be biometrics. Siemens’ ID

Center ensures that biometric

log-on methods can be

combined with existing or new

applications in complex

networks, thus making it an

authentication authority.

Quarterly Focus – 
E-COMMERCE, 
M-BUSINESS

Securing the Future for 

E-Commerce and M-Business.

Communication via the Internet

has found its way into all 

spheres of our daily lives.

When analyzing current

developments and future trends,

it can be observed that there 

is an increased growth in the

worldwide demand for access 

to this communication medium.

An especially interesting aspect 

is the fact that besides com-

munication within the net,

the demand for transactions 

is also growing rapidly.This 

holds true for the B2B 

(Business-to-Business) as well 

as for the B2C (Business-to-

Consumer) market.

Advanced Network Security –

How cryptographic

techniques support E-business.

We are at the beginning of a

development that will forever

change the nature of our IT-

networks. Up to now networks

have been used to interconnect

computers, e.g. the PCs of a

company’s intranet, and to grant

access to so-called network

resources such as file servers,

printers and backup devices.At

present the networks are just

means to ensure communication

and the flow of information

between its components.With 

E-commerce, E- and M-business
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New Industry Group
Formed to Hasten
Adoption of Smart Card
Technology in Key
Markets

January 2001

The Smart Card Industry Association (SCIA)

and the Smart Card Forum (SCF) have

announced that they have combined to form

a new organization called the Smart Card

Alliance (the Alliance).

The combined entity will serve as a single

voice for the smart card industry in the US.

It will advocate adoption of the technology

on behalf of user organizations and technology

providers in key application areas including

network security,financial transactions,mobile

communications, health care, transportation

and government operations.

It is expected that the expanded

membership and resources of the Alliance will

provide the industry with a more effective

organization, in a stronger position to

accomplish its goals and objectives. "This is a

very exciting time for smart card applications,"

said Allen Gilstrap of American Express Global

Network Services, Chairman of the Forum

and Chair-Designate of the Alliance, "With

the unified organization, we can provide a

wide range of services and the latest

information to our members." 

The Alliance will be the largest smart card

oriented non-profit entity in the world,with

over 225 member organizations. The

combined resources and leadership of the

Alliance will allow it to undertake projects,

and have influence beyond the scope of either

organization individually.The Alliance's 2001

program will include:

• the launch of a US Smart Card Market

Survey,

• the rollout of the multi-faceted Smart

Card Network Security Initiative,

• introduction of the most comprehen-

sive reference web site in the industry,

• continuation of the 6-year old 

Educational Institute, and 

• quarterly meetings focused on specific

topics.

A permanent committee of the Alliance,called

the Vendor Council, will be made up of

representatives of technology provider

companies that are Principal Members.The

Vendor Council will develop and execute

projects benefiting the industry and furthering

the goals of the Alliance.

One of the first programs the Vendor

Council will undertake is the Smart Card

Network Security Initiative announced in

September of this year.

"The Alliance's Network Security

Initiative is a key priority to firmly establish

smart cards as the centerpiece of network and

e-commerce security in the US and the

world," said Paul Beverly of Schlumberger,

Chairman of SCIA and Vice Chair-Designate

of the Alliance."We need to break down any

and all barriers that exist in the market.With

representatives from the nation's major

companies uniting in this new organization,

we will be able fulfill our goals in achieving

the widespread use of smart cards." 

American Express
and Compaq Team Up 
to Deliver Increased
Convenience And
Security for Online
Shoppers With Smart
Card-Enabled PC
Keyboard

December 2000

American Express and Compaq Computer

Corporation have announced that they have

joined together to make Compaq Smart Card

Keyboards available to customers of Blue from

American Express and Blue for Business,both

traditional credit cards with a smart chip that

enhances online security.

"American Express and Compaq share

the commitment to help our customers make

the most of the Internet," said Mike Pocock,

Vice President and General Manager,

Commercial Personal Computing Group at

Compaq Computer Corp. "Convenient and

affordable, Compaq's Smart Card Keyboard

helps make online shopping more secure for

individuals and small businesses." 

Specially priced at $59.95 for Blue

customers,the Compaq Smart Card Keyboard

is a standard   PC-compatible keyboard with

a built-in smart card reader, ideally suited for

individuals and small businesses that desire

enhanced security during online transactions.

In addition, the Compaq Smart Card

Keyboard provides extra convenience to

customers, since an additional piece of

hardware is no longer needed when using a

smart card with a PC.

"Today's announcement continues the

evolution of the smart card market," said

Martin Wittwer,Vice President, Smart Card

Enterprise Development at American Express.

"We are delighted to work with Compaq to

help make smart cards a standard part of

desktop computing and provide Blue

customers with even greater convenience." 

The Compaq Smart Card Keyboard is a

full-sized, 104-key keyboard that provides

customers with enhanced online security

through smart card authentication.The smart

card reader is located on the right-hand side

of the keyboard.When customers of Blue from

American Express and Blue for Business wish

to shop online, they simply insert Blue into

the keyboard's smart card reader. The

Cardmember is prompted to enter a PIN.The

digital certificate stored on the Blue smart chip

is read once the PIN is verified.This two-

factor security -- the PIN in combination

with the digital certificate stored on the chip

-- authenticates the Cardmember,enhancing

online security.

The Compaq Smart Card Keyboard

meets smart card industry standards, including

EMV and PCSC, allowing Blue, as well as

other smart cards that meet these standards,

to be used with the keyboard.

Identix takes VeriSign
technology and gets $2
million investment

January 2001

Identix Inc. announced on the 3rd January

that it will use technology from VeriSign Inc.

to offer a security service aimed at customers

making purchases through the Internet,

including wireless devices such as cell phones

and handheld computers.

Mountain View,Calif.-based VeriSign will

also buy $2 million worth of common stock

in Sunnyvale,Calif.-based Identix,best known

for its fingerprint-based authentication systems,

according to a statement.

The service,called itrust,will authenticate

users' identities by scanning their fingerprints.

VeriSign will provide its digital certificates

technology to bolster itrust's security

capabilities.

Info Box
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Mytec Technologies
signs agreement to
acquire Biometric
Identification to
accelerate commercial
development and
solidify global
leadership. New
Company to be called
Bioscrypt Inc.

December 2000

In a move designed to create a global

powerhouse in the emerging biometrics

market,Mytec Technologies Inc. (Mytec) has

signed an agreement to acquire Biometric

Identification, Inc. (BII).The acquisition will

be completed by way of a merger of BII with

a newly formed, wholly owned California

subsidiary of Mytec. BII, a privately held

company based in Sherman Oaks,California,

is a leading provider of advanced biometric

authentication solutions.

The up to US $25 million transaction,

which will be effected using a combination

of cash and common shares of Mytec,has been

approved by the Board of Directors of each

company.The transaction is subject to the

approval of  The Toronto Stock Exchange and

the approval of shareholders of Mytec and BII

and is expected to close in the first calendar

quarter of 2001.

Both Mytec and BII are leaders in

fingerprint pattern recognition technology,

and own and have rights to 15 patents for

technologically advanced biometric solutions.

BII is an industry leader in fingerprint

algorithm licensing,embedded solutions,and

devices for diverse markets including physical

access and time and attendance,while Mytec

is primarily focused on wired and wireless

applications such as enterprise systems,PDAs,

and mobile telephones.

Concurrent with the closing of the

acquisition and subject to approval of its

shareholders, Mytec proposes to change its

name to "Bioscrypt Inc." to better reflect

Mytec's and BII's specialization in biometric

technology.Bioscrypt will be headquartered

in Toronto and will through Bioscrypt, Inc.,

the California corporation surviving from

the merger, maintain its US operations in

Sherman Oaks.

"The acquisition of BII will give us a

commanding lead in biometric technology as

well as the critical mass to pursue profitable

growth," said Pierre Donaldson, President

and CEO of Mytec, who will become

President and CEO of Bioscrypt. "The

powerful combination of our core

technologies - which should heighten our

technological leadership as well as expand our

range of solutions - and our complementary

strengths in sales and distribution - which will

be fortified by BII's foothold in the US market

- will significantly enhance our ability to

become a profitable biometrics company

within the next two years." 

Founded in 1995 with sales of

approximately US $4 million in fiscal 2000,

BII's fingerprint readers and terminals are

sold through globally renowned

organizations, including ADI, Honeywell,

Northern Computers, Simplex, and Tyco.

End user installations include sites at Etrade,

VISA, Intel, NASA, GTE, IBM, and Turner

Broadcasting.The clear biometric leader in

Latin and South America, BII's first large-

scale commercial installation, in 1997, was

for the Venezuelan National Congress,which

uses BII's VeriprintTM 2000 to monitor

attendance and voting.

"With one of the industry's strongest

team of biometrics experts, an installed base

of more than 10,000 biometric units, a set of

immediately deployable solutions,and a clear

go-to-market strategy, Bioscrypt will be

strongly positioned at the industry forefront,"

said Donaldson. "While the biometrics

industry is still in its early stage,we believe this

transaction will allow us to quickly establish

leadership of a market with tremendous

growth potential." 

Roger Nordby,BII's President and CEO,

said, "The time is right for this business

combination. Our industry is on the cusp of

significant growth,both in traditional markets

- such as physical access security - and

emerging markets for wireless e-commerce

devices such as two-way pagers,personal digital

assistants, and mobile phones. Bioscrypt will

be better able to offer solutions for both wired

and wireless applications than either BII or

Mytec alone.Together,we can give customers

much more than any other biometrics

company." 

"We anticipate a very smooth integration

since our two organizations are highly

complementary from a cultural,technological,

and marketing standpoint," said Donaldson.

"Our intention is to quickly combine our

product offerings and carry forward with our

strategy of targeting OEMs in both wireless

and wired markets.This transaction should

lead to strong growth and job creation in the

years ahead." 

Precise Biometrics
launches BioCORE™ for
secure and convenient
use of mobile products

December 2000

Precise Biometrics is launching BioCORE™,

a completely new technology platform that

enables the user of a mobile phone to be

identified via his or her fingerprint.The aim

is that companies offering mobile services,

such as Internet banks, will be able to offer

customers secure and convenient solutions via

a mobile phone.

As the value of mobile transactions

increases, the demand for secure identification

of the user is also expected to increase.

Large customers are now being offered

BioCORE™ and Precise Biometrics’

patented technology custom-made, enabling

user identification within mobile products.

Precise Biometrics has for a longer period

of time, been developing its own integrated

ASIC chips that customers can use to integrate

biometrics simply in their products.

With BioCORE™ there is no need for

an external computer for the matching of the

fingerprint.The fingerprint reading sensor can

also be made sufficiently small and energy

efficient for cost-effective integration into 

a mobile telephone and other mobile products.

BioCORE™ minimises the overall cost for

the customer,and the company estimates that

this technology can be produced to meet

target costs of less than US $15, for volume

deliveries.

BioCORE™ has been developed by

Precise Biometrics’ Embedded Solutions

business area. Next year the business area

intends to launch a further range of products

combining biometrics with smart cards and

encryption technology that enable the secure

transfer of information via fixed and mobile

Internet connections.

Info Box
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STARTEK
ENGINEERING Inc.
Dr.Wen-Hsing Hsu established Startek Engineering

Inc. in 1989 and with a group of local technical talents,

in a region considered as the Silicon Valley of Taiwan,

Startek produced their first live-scan fingerprint

identification prototype FIC-2000 in 1990, and put it

into production in 1991.

The second product, a fingerprint verifier,

FingerCheck FC-100 released in 1993, won the

Industrial Forum Design Award from Hannover CeBIT,

Germany. Following in the steps of FC-100, a

fingerprint access control product FC-100L and a

fingerprint live-scan booking system FingerFile FF-

1050, also won awards from industrial organizations.

For years Startek's products have been chosen by the

Taiwan government as flagship products to represent

the new and innovative image of  Taiwan.

Startek also acts as an original design manufacturer

(ODM) to help partners in Japan, Italy, South Africa

and America, while constantly working with large scale

system integrators for projects such as National ID card

or law enforcement applications.

www.startek.com.tw

JINWOO 
HI-TECH CO. Ltd
Established in 1991and based in Seoul, Korea, JinWoo

Hi-Tech Co.Ltd has become a well-known import and

export distributor in various industrial fields;

petrochemical, semiconductor, food, water, sewage, gas,

and computer communication equipment.They have

handled Moisture Analyzers, Precision Gas/Liquid

Flowmeters (Ultrasonic,Turbine, DP/PD,Area type),

Environment Equipment and the Fingerprint Mouse

and the Freetouch Pen.

JINWOO Hi-Tech CO., LTD. is one of the rapidly

growing companies in Korea, with a highly skilled

engineering workforce

www.jwhitech.com

Datapol / Tao
Datapol was founded in Germany in 1991 under the

name TAO Computersysteme GmbH. Since 1998,

Datapol has been developing and marketing desktop

firewall solutions for Windows PCs and notebooks.At

the heart of their product range, is their RBCD

technology, which is a completely new way to define

and ensure desktop security.This technology enables

precise control of any files and folders, independent of

their existence and location.Thus ensuring complete

desktop integrity and closes one of the most dangerous

breaches that exists in the security chain today.

www.tao.de

POLLEX 
TECHNOLOGY 
Ltd.
POLLEX Technology Ltd. is a young, dynamic and

innovative enterprise with a strong commitment to the

work place and development environment in

Switzerland. Pollex has been a privately held limited

company with venture capital participation since 1995.

Its activities include Research and Development of

biometric identification systems based on human

fingerprint identification, as well as international trade

and distribution of biometric security systems and

system solutions.

POLLEX Technology Ltd. sells innovative biometric

identification systems both at home and abroad, as well

as continuing to conduct basic research in its core area.

www.pollex.ch

ALADDIN 
KNOWLEDGE 
SYSTEMS 
Aladdin Knowledge Systems was founded in 1985, and

has achieved consistent growth and gained recognition

as a global leader in software and Internet security.

Aladdin develops and markets products that help

businesses protect themselves against software piracy,

license infringement, unauthorized access to computer

and network resources, and Internet risks that threaten

the safety and security of people around the globe.

Having earned the respect of industry leaders such

as Lucent Technologies,Adobe, Quark, Intel, Hewlett

Packard and Ericsson,Aladdin continues to be a valued

partner to software vendors and Internet users

throughout the world, by distinguishing itself with

cutting edge products and exceptional quality.

With a worldwide network of 50 distributors and

eight-company owned offices, Aladdin supports

customers in over 100 countries, providing solutions

to millions of individuals and corporations, including

major banks, financial institutions, Fortune 100

corporations, the federal government, and major

educational institutions.

www.ealaddin.com

This Quarter we would like to welcome the 
following new members to the Silicon Trust. 
For further information on these companies, 
please check their websites.to the Trust
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BioAPI
An API is a defined way in which a software application

talks to another, usually lower level, software package

that performs a set of functions used by that application.

The application requests services from and receives

responses from a technology or service module. This

is typical of any Software Developer Kit (SDK) provided

by a technology manufacturer. SDK APIs are typically

proprietary, however, and unique to that particular

vendor.

A standard API defines a common way for an

application to communicate to a related type of

technology. By using a common language, or common

set of function calls, parameters, and data structures,

the application can communicate with various

conforming implementations of the technology. An

example of such a common API is the Crypto API, in

which an application can use various Cryptologic

Service Provider (CSP) modules with no change in the

application code dependent on which encryption

module(s) is “plugged in”.

A Biometric API standard defines a generic way of

interfacing with a broad range of biometric technologies

as well as defining a common method of interfacing

with a particular biometric technology.

The BioAPI defines such a generic biometric

application program interface for biometrics. That is,

it allows any software application to integrate

(communicate with) various different biometric

technologies in a standard way. It also standardizes the

format of biometric data records. This, in turn, allows

for interchangeability and interoperability of biometric

systems.

The purpose of any standard is to allow for

interchangeability and/or interoperability, thus

reducing risk to the integrator and end user. The

creation of a standard generic biometric API allows:

• Easy substitution of biometric technologies

• Simple integration of multiple 

biometrics using the same interface

• Rapid extension of biometric 

technology across multiple applications

This avoids user “lock-in”,where it is difficult to change

to a different biometric technology, thus “locking" the

user into a particular biometric type and vendor.

Background

To better understand the evolution of the BioAPI,it might

be worthwhile to review a little history. When biometrics

were first used within automated computer systems,begin-

ning in law enforcement and other government

applications,most systems required custom tailoring. The

integration of biometric technology was accomplished by

inclusion of application source code,linking in of biometric

routines,or communicating with single purpose computers

dedicated to performing biometric search and/or match

functions.

Eventually, when other uses of biometrics were

beginning to be discovered, vendors began offering their

own proprietary software development kits (SDKs) with

their own unique APIs. This allowed integrators to more

easily work with the biometric capture, processing, and

matching algorithms and to better isolate that portion of

their code.

The first work to standardize an API for a single

biometric type began within the speaker verification
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In any emerging market or industry, a key indicator of maturity and catalyst
for growth is the existence of standards.  This is as true of the biometrics
industry as well as for others.  Biometric standards have been evolving over
the past few years, particularly in the areas of Application Program Interfaces
(APIs) and data formats.

A Prescription for Biometric Interoperability 
in an Open System Environment
A Prescription for Biometric Interoperability 
in an Open System Environment
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Who are the BioAPI
Consortium?

The BioAPI Consortium is a group of over 60

companies and organizations that have a common

interest in promoting the growth of the biometrics

market. It is a collaborative effort of the biometrics

industry,government,and major information technology

vendors. The members comprising the BioAPI

Consortium cover a broad cross section of biometric

technology manufacturers, integrators, OEMs, and end

users. This organization is international in scope, with

over one-third of its membership being non-U.S. based.

Operations of the Consortium are managed by a

seven-member steering committee elected by the

Membership. Currently serving since October 1999

are SAFLINK Corporation (Chair),Unisys (Secretary),

Iridian (Treasurer/ Conformance Test Chair), Intel

(Technical Editor), Mytec Technologies (Reference

Implementation Chair), NIST (External Liaisons), and

Compaq.

There are 5 working groups responsible for the

work of the organization:

•The Applications Working Group (AWG)

is chaired by John Wilson of Intel and is

responsible for defining the top-level

application interface of the BioAPI.

•The Device Working Group (DWG) is

chaired by Aaron Watson of I/O Software, Inc.

and is responsible for defining the lower, device

level interface of the BioAPI.

Fig. 1: Illustrates the

evolution of bio-

metric APIs over the

past several years.
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industry. In the 1996 timeframe, the Speaker Verification

API (SVAPI) effort began, and by 1997 a usable

specification and runtime code was available. This had

the support of many of the vendors of this technology.

The SVAPI specification is a relatively low-level

interface specification that is specific to voice

verification.

In late 1997,the biometrics research and engineering

group at the National Security Agency (NSA) in Ft.

Meade, Maryland, who had actively participated in the

SVAPI work, expressed interest in sponsoring the

development of a higher level generic biometric API

which would allow for the interface to and inter-

changeability of a broad range of biometric technologies.

This interest was primarily for the purpose of user

authentication to improve information security within

the government. By early 1998, NSA had contracted

with The National Registry, Inc. (now SAFLINK) to

jointly develop such an API and implement a proof-

of-concept implementation. This work was completed

in December of 1998 with the publication of the

Human Authentication API (HA-API) specification,

Version 1.03, and the demonstration of its use with

finger imaging, voice, and facial recognition

technologies. In January of 1998, the HA-API Steering

Group was formed, chaired by the U.S. Biometric

Consortium, and the HA-API specification was publicly

endorsed by 11 biometric companies.

About the same time as HA-API was in progress,

both IBM and I/O Software announced work on

biometric APIs known as Advanced Identification

System (AIS) and Biometric API (BAPI) respectively.

Then, in April of 1998, an announcement was made

by Compaq of the formation of the ‘BioAPI

Consortium’, an alliance of six companies, including

Microsoft, to create a multi-level industry standard

biometric API. In August of 1998, Intel announced

work on an extension to the Open Group Common

Data Security Architecture (CDSA) standard called User

Authentication Services (UAS) that incorporated

biometrics and other technologies for user authentication

and which was based on HA-API.

At this point, an industry with no API standards

just a few months before now had too many to choose

from. Later that year, both AIS and BAPI agreed to

fold their efforts into the BioAPI effort. In February

of 1999, the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) hosted a unification meeting

between the HA-API Working Group and the BioAPI

Consortium, along with representatives from the

CDSA/UAS Working Group. The merger was

consummated in March of that year,with UAS agreeing

to backfit to the BioAPI when available.
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•The External Working Group (XWG) is

chaired by Fernando Podio of NIST and is

responsible for transitioning the resulting

BioAPI specification to a recognized standards

body and for liaison with other related efforts.

•The Reference Implementation Working

Group (RWG) is chaired by Colin Soutar 

of Mytec and is responsible for implementing

the reference implementation code in

conformance with the BioAPI Specification.

•The Conformance Test Working Group

(RWG) is chaired by Jim Cambier of Iridian

Technologies and is responsible for implemen-

ting a conformance test suite and any

associated testing or branding programs.
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Membership is open to all interested organizations,

and new members are invited to join BioAPI and

participate in its promotion of biometric

standards.The Consortium has a single membership

classification that applies to all current and future

Members.

The BioAPI Consortium was founded to

develop a multi-level biometric Application

Programming Interface (API) that brings platform

and device independence to application pro-

grammers and biometric service providers. BioAPI

has developed a specification and reference

implementation for a standardized API that will be

compatible with a wide range of biometric

applications programs and a broad spectrum of

biometrics technologies.

A technical
overview 
of the BioAPI
specification

The BioAPI Specification is the culmination of

several years of effort by a large cross-section of

biometric vendors, integrators, and end-users,

both in the United States and internationally. It

represents an industry consensus that was not easily

forged, and incorporates the best features from

across the range of inputs to provide a standard

that can accommodate a wide variety of bio-

metric technologies (fingerprint, face, voice, iris,

hand-geometry, signature, etc.) across a broad scale

of applications (embedded systems to network

security to national ID systems).

Most importantly, however, is that the BioAPI

is an open system standard. This means that it has

been designed for use in any environment. It is

platform (operating system) independent.

Therefore, it can be used in a heterogeneous environ-

ment and support cross-platform implementations.

Architecture

The BioAPI architecture is an ‘API/SPI’ model.

The application communicates to the biometric

technology (through the framework) in “API

language”, whereas the biometric service provider

(BSP) modules communicate (through the

framework) to the application in “SPI language”.

The translation is performed within the framework,

which also handles module management. In the

case of the BioAPI, the API and SPI definitions are

nearly identical.
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Functions

The specification is written as ‘C’ functions and

data structures. The functions comprising the

BioAPI fall into several categories as shown in the

table below.

As an example, a typical sequence to perform a

biometric verification using the BioAPI is shown

in Figure 3. In step 1, the previously enrolled

template is retr ieved from the application’s user

database. This template is passed into the BioAPI_Verify

function in Step 2. The BSP executes the verify

operation by performing a capture of live biometric

data (Step3), processing that data into a numeric

identifier called a Biometric Identification Record

(BIR) (Step 4), and performing a 1:1 match of the

newly captured sample against the previously

enrolled template (Step 5). In Step 6, the results of

the operation, in terms of a boolean “true/false” as

well as match score, are returned to the calling

application. If enabled and supported, an optional

return of the adapted template is also returned if a

positive match was determined (verify result = true).

Note that in Step 3, as a default the BSP is

responsible for providing any user interface associated

with the capture operation and for interfacing

directly with the biometric sensor.
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Management
Operations

Framework functions
• BioAPI_Init

Initializes the BioAPI framework

• BioAPI_Terminate

Releases the BioAPI framework

• BioAPI_ModuleLoad

Loads a specific BSP

• BioAPI_ModuleUnload

Unloads a previously loaded BSP

• BioAPI_ModuleAttach

Attaches a specific BSP and device

• BioAPI_ModuleDetach

Detaches a previously attached BSP

BSP functions
• Handle Operations

BioAPI_FreeBIRHandle

BioAPI_GetBIRFromHandle

BioAPI_GetHeaderFromHandle

• Callback & Event Operations

BioAPI_EnableEvents

BioAPISetGUICallbacks

BioAPI_SetStreamCallbacks

BioAPI_StreamInputOutput

• Set Power Mode

Sets device to requested 

power mode

Biometric Operations

Basic functions
• BioAPI_Enroll

Capture biometric, create 

template, and store in user database

• BioAPI_Verify

Capture live sample and match 

against one stored template

• BioAPI_Identify

Capture live sample and match 

against set of stored templates

Primitive functions
• BioAPI_Capture

Capture live data for specified purpose

• BioAPI_Process

Processes captured data for immediate

verification or identification

• BioAPI_CreateTemplate

Processes new or previously captured 

data to create an enrollment template

• BioAPI_VerifyMatch

Performs a 1:1 match between 2 BIRs

• BioAPI_IdentifyMatch

Performs a 1:N match between 

a BIR and set of stored templates

• BioAPI_Import

Non-real time import and 

processing of raw biometric data

Database Operations

Database functions
• BioAPI_DbOpen

Opens specified database

• BioAPI_DbClose

Closes an open database

• BioAPI_DbCreate

Creates and opens a new 

database

• BioAPI_DbDelete

Deletes a specified database

• BioAPI_DbSetCurson

Sets cursor to point to 

specified record

• BioAPI_DbStore

Stores a BIR record in 

specified DB

• BioAPI_DbGetBIR

Retrieves a specified BIR 

record

• BioAPI_DbGetNextBIR

Retrieves BIR 

from cursor position

• BioAPI_DbQueryBIR

Returns pointer to BIR index

• BioAPI_DbDeleteBIR

Deletes a specified BIR record

GUI

Sensor

Verify(h, template, result …)

Template
Application
Database

BioAPI

BSP

Capture Process Match

Get template

“stored”ResponsesBitmap/
stream

“live”

Compare 
“live” 

v “stored”

a

f g

d

s h

Fig. 3:

A typical sequence 

to perform a bio-

metric verification

using BioAPI
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As an example, within the Verify function

described above, the application sets the threshold

by requesting a MaxFAR and optionally a MaxFRR

as criteria for a successful match. If both values are

provided, it also sets Precedence, to indicate which

of these two values should take precedence should

they conflict. The BSP, upon performing the match

operation, will return as a score the FARAchieved

and optionally the FRR Achieved, indicating the

closeness of the match. Support of FRR is not

supported by all BSPs.

In order to foil any “hillclimbing” attack, the

BSP may choose to return FARAchieved as an

incremental rather than continuous value, selecting

the increment based on statistical data related to the

resolution of data required by an attacker to use the

returned scoring data to successfully mount such an

attack. In this case, the BSP returns the nearest

increment rather than the precise score achieved.

The level of quantization required to neutralize this

attack is dependent on the type of biometric and

algorithm.

Module Registry

The BioAPI provides a platform independent

module registry where the Framework and BSPs

publish data about themselves. A schema for this

registry is included in the specification. For example,

upon installation the BSP posts general information

about itself (UUID, version, etc.), default values, and

information related to which options it supports.

Each BSP has a UUID based on a manufacturer

generated GUID. This value is used to address the

BSP for module management and to direct function

calls (using a module handle returned when the BSP

module is attached).

Data Format

Within the BioAPI, biometric data is contained within

a Biometric Identification Record (BIR), which refers

to any biometric data returned to the application. This

includes raw data (images, audio streams, etc.), inter-

mediate data (suitable for processing), processed data

(suitable for verification or identification matching), or

enrollment data (reference template to be stored for

later matching).

The BIR structure consists of a standard, fixed

length header, an opaque biometric data block, and an

optional digital signature, as shown in Figure 4.

The BIR header conforms to the Common

Biometric Exchange File Format (CBEFF) published

by NIST, due to the close coordination between the

two groups to define a common header. The unique

Format field in the header defines the format of the

opaque biometric data, which may be a standard or

proprietary format. Format Owner values are registered

with the International Biometric Industry Association

(IBIA). Format Type values are assigned by the Format

Owner and may be optionally registered.

The BioAPI also allows a “payload” to be embedded

within a biometric template and released only upon a

positive verification match. The payload may consist of

any application data (up to a BSP defined maximum size),

such as a user’s private key.

Scoring and
Thresholding

BioAPI has further standardized the setting of thresholds

and return of match scores by defining them in terms

of False Accept Rate (FAR). This allows a common,

or somewhat normalized, value across technologies and

thus comparisons between them.

Fig. 4:

The BIR 
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Optional Capabilities

The BioAPI includes a number of useful optional

capabilities, some of which have already been alluded

to. These include the following:

• Return of raw/audit data

• Return of quality

• Application-controlled GUI

• GUI streaming callbacks

• Detection of source presence

• Payload carry

• Return of FRR

• BIR signing

• BIR encryption

• Model adaptation

• Binning

• Client/server communication

• BSP controlled databases

• Self-contained device

Client/server implementations within the BioAPI can be

accomplished in two ways. One way, which is similar to

the existing HA-API implementations, is to use the

primitive functions, distributing the operations between

the two machines, with communications handled by the

application. For example,the Capture and Process functions

might be performed on the client while the Verify_Match

operation is performed on the server. The second method

is to use a Client/Server BSP which utilizes the streaming

callback functions to tunnel through the application for

direct Client BSP to Server BSP communication. In this

case, the Verify call can be made at either the client or the

server, with the execution of the component operations

occurring in a distributed manner.

Another important option is application control of the

user interface. As a default, the BSP provides the user

interface during operations requiring user interaction,such

as during Capture and Enrollment. However,the BSP can

optionally allow the application to control the user interface,

to provide customization of the look and feel. In this case,

events are predefined and GUI callbacks are implemented,

including the option of streaming callbacks. The BSP then

provides the data to be displayed to the application that

determines the manner in which it is to be displayed.

Reference 
Implementation

The BioAPI reference implementation is the software

implementing the BioAPI framework. It is the

“middleware”between BioAPI compliant applications and

service providers. It provides for module loading/ attaching,

module management,the module registry,and passthrough

of calls (i.e., API-to-SPI translation). Framework

components include:

• Framework

• Module Directory Services (MDS)

• Sample Password BSP

• Sample Application/Exerciser

• Installers
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I/O Software to provide it as the lower device level

interface of BioAPI. Although this news was disappoin-

ting, the BioAPI Consortium has expressed willingness

to work with Microsoft to ensure compatibility of the

two standards. This is especially important at the data

format level. Since BioAPI runs on Microsoft platforms

and supports cross-platform implementations and

heterogeneous environments, it will provide versatility

and freedom of choice for implementers.

Status 
and Plans

Version 1.1 of the BioAPI Specification is in progress. This

version incorporates changes resulting from the reference

implementation development as well as feedback from

adopters. This is expected to be available early in the first

quarter. Additionally, the final version of the reference

implementation will also be released soon after year-end.

A Linux version of the reference implementation is also

expected in the first quarter of 2001. Work is also in pro-

gress on a conformance test suite for the BioAPI.

Vendors are busily working on BioAPI compliant

products. Mytec Technologies demonstrated a BioAPI

compliant demo application running with the beta version

of the BioAPI reference implementation and two BPSs

(their BioScrypt® device and the sample password BSP) at

the Biometric Consortium 2000 conference this past

September. Other BioAPI Consortium members have

BioAPI BSPs in beta. It is expected that BioAPI compliant

products will be commercially available in the first quarter

of 2001.

Conclusion

Why is the BioAPI important and to whom?  

The BioAPI is important to vendors because it allows

them to compete based on features, performance, and

quality; provides compatibility across a broad range and

quantity of applications, opens new markets to the

technology (that were hesitant to adopt due to the lock-

in effect);creates a level playing ground for customer access;

permits them to write their code once and port it to many

environments; and allows them to capitalize on associated

industry efforts (e.g.,CDSA).

It is important to integrators because in addition to

generally making biometric integration easier, it also

provides a broader choice/ selection of technologies to in-

tegrate, selectable levels of sophistication and control,

configuration flexibility in their applications/systems, and

support for test/evaluation. It also allows for them to matrix

multiple applications with multiple technologies. The big-

gest benefit,however,is that it lowers their integration risks.

The first target operating system for the Framework is

the Win-32 operating systems (Microsoft Windows NT,

’95, ’98, and 2000). The BioAPI Framework is

designed for easy porting to other operating systems,

such as Linux. The reference implementation is open

source and available royalty free. The beta version

became available in September and Ver 1.0 is due soon

after year-end. A Linux port is scheduled in the

following quarter.

Relationship with
Other Standards

Through its External Liaisons Working Group, the

BioAPI has developed strong relationships with other

related biometric standards efforts. As a result, the

BioAPI specification has been coordinated with and is

compatible with a number of other specifications and

standards.

Working with Intel, the BioAPI Specification was

used as the basis for the Human Recognition Services

(HRS) extension (formerly called UAS) to The Open

Group’s Common Data Security Architecture (CDSA)

standard. With the exception of function/parameter

names and the addition of some CDSA specific

capabilities, the HRS and BioAPI specification are

identical.

BioAPI was a chief contributor to NIST’s

Common Biometric Exchange File Format (CBEFF)

specification, which describes a set of data elements

necessary to support biometric technologies in a

common way to promote interoperability of biometric

based application programs and systems by allowing

biometric data interchange. Thus the BioAPI BIR is

CBEFF conformant and represents one of the CBEFF

Patron formats.

The BioAPI Consortium also worked closely with

the ANSI X9.84 working group defining the soon to

be released X9.84 Biometric Management and Security

standard. The X9.84 standard is also a CBEFF Patron

format that uses common data elements, but formats

them using ASN.1 encoding techniques.

Other established relationships include the IBIA,

the BioTrust group of TeleTrust, the ECTF,Trusted

Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA), and Eurosmart.

Competing
Standards

In May of 2000, Microsoft announced its plans to

incorporate the BAPI as a proprietary standard into

some future version of the Windows operating system,

although commitments had been made by BAPI author
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It is important to end-users and customers because

it allows them the flexibility to configure their systems to

best fit their user population,applications,and environment.

They are no longer locked in to a point solution or

proprietary technology (algorithm or hardware). It allows

for ease of technology refreshment and system upgrades.

The common data format facilitates interoperability. It

supports biometric “plug-and-play”. And it will allow

them to use biometrics in a broader context of platform

environments and biometrically enabled applications –

both horizontal packaged security products (such as

network authentication) as well as more customized

applications.

It is important to the enterprise because it addresses

the needs of a biometric rollout across a large-scale

organization. This is true for several reasons.

• First, it is because standards have the potential 

to influence costs/seat for biometric products 

downward as biometrics become more of a 

commodity item and competition is fostered.

• Second, it provides the flexibility to accom-

modate the diverse user population within a 

large enterprise. This will include those who 

are poor candidates for a particular biometric,

those with physical disabilities that preclude 

the use of a particular biometric, and those 

with religious concerns. In each case, the

availability of an alternate biometric can 

alleviate these situations.

• Third, it allows for accommodation of various

environments within a geographically dispersed 

and multi-function enterprise. For example,

conditions such as interference sources 

or environmental conditions can affect biometric

selection as would other environmental

constraints such as space limitations or areas 

where employees must be gloved or masked.

In these cases, different biometrics can be 

installed in each location.

• Fourth, an enterprise must always look forward 

to future technology evolution and the cost to

migrate with it.A standard such as BioAPI 

allows them to easily upgrade as new biometric

technologies are discovered and become available,

to expand the number of technologies they

support, to substitute one biometric

type/technology for another, to replace 

vendors, and to easily install revision updates

within a given technology.

• Lastly, enterprises cannot tolerate lock-in 

to one technology or vendor with a point

solution or proprietary implementation.

This is due to cost and risk concerns.

Version 1.0 of the BioAPI Specification (released 30 March

2000) provides for simple biometric application interfaces;

standard access methods to biometric functions,algorithms,

and devices;secured and robust biometric data management

and storage; standard methods of differentiating biometric

data and device types; and support for biometric

identification in distributed computing environments.

BioAPI also standardizes biometric data formats (required

for system interoperability) and normalizes scoring &

thresholding (needed for comparisons). It provides

configuration flexibility through basic and primitive

operations. BioAPI is an industry consensus standard

that has widespread, international support

The BioAPI Specification is available in the public

domain,royaltyfree,and is downloadable from the BioAPI

website. The reference implementation is open source and

is also royalty free and downloadable from the web.

The BioAPI website is
www.bioapi.org
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The 104sqm booth is designed as a ‘Fortress’, in keeping

with the Silicon Trust Security theme and also includes a

second floor or a meet-and-greet area to sit down,to have

some food and drink,as well as having customer meetings.

The Fortress provides the ideal platform for visitors to meet

Infineon Technologies as well as the other partners of the

Silicon Trust and exchange information on biometric

security issues,be it hardware or software.With over 780,000

visitors from approximately 70 countries,the CeBIT is one

of the biggest shows in the world for technology solutions

– we hope to see you there!

Highlights

Visit the Silicon Trust Booth at CEBIT 2001,
Hannover from March 22nd to 28th – Hall 23 and
meet Infineon Technologies and other Partner
Companies who make up one the fastest growing
Security Partner Programs around today.

Come and visit the Silicon
Trust Fortress at Hall 23
(A11), the ideal place for chip
card technology, biometric,
and security solutions.

the Silicon Trust Fortress 
at CEBIT 2001
the Silicon Trust Fortress 
at CEBIT 2001
VisitVisit



The site also incorporates
other elements such as:

• Newsticker

• Event list

• Glossary

• Bibliography

• Link list

• Search function.

And as the Silicon Trust expands, the site reflects this

expansion with updated new themes highlighting the

changing security world.

The Silicon Trust
Portal

The Silicon Trust
Portal
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The Silicon Trust Portal provides information and support

for decision-making managers responsible for guaranteeing

company security.Today's fast-paced corporate world is full

of security challenges. Is your company's electronic

communication secure?  How about access to your

premises? Is your PC-network invulnerable? Can you carry

out secure e- and m-commerce?

Get the background knowledge you need, as well as

concrete security solutions here.And your programmers

and developers can get the  technical product information

they need as well.

The Silicon Trust Portal
includes the following
features:

• Technology Spotlights on current themes

• Security Challenges – executive summaries on

security issues

• Security Solutions available today

• New Products offered by Silicon Trust partners

• Technology Basics for newcomers to the security

field.

We publish the information you need – thorough,timely,

and designed to assist you in attaining the knowledge and

solutions you require.

Highlights

Your first stop for information on the
Silicon Security Revolution. Find out the
hardware-based security solutions of
today and get support for them as well.

Catch the Code! Play the ultimate Silicon
Trust online game until March 31, 2001 and
have a chance to win outstanding prizes,
including Handspring Visor Prisms, Siemens
ID-Mice, and more… Check it out!

www.silicon-trust.com
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The growing number of electronic transactions
between businesses promises to present a
wealth of opportunities over the next three
years. Until recently, the absence of ways to
secure these transactions was slowing
development. From now on, however, PKI
(Public Key Infrastructures) and smart cards
offer a reliable solution.

By Catherine Piante                Banking B2B Unit                           Gemplus

Acting in tandem:
PKI and smart cards

PKI relies on asymmetric cryptography such as RSA

or DSA to encrypt and de-crypt data, and issue or

validate message signatures, with a pair of keys. Every

user is assigned a top

secret, private key,which

is used to sign messages,

and another public key,

which lets the receiving

party validate this digital

signature. Among the

many advantages this

system offers recipients

is the capacity to verify

a document’s origins. If,

for example, a Japanese

supplier responds to a request for a proposal from an

American buyer on the Internet, the public key can

establish that the supplier is whoever they claim to be,

and ensure that the offer the potential purchaser receives

is the same one as was originally sent.

Smart cards currently offer the surest means of

securing the user pair of keys.

To create a technical link between a user’s

credentials and his digital signature, the PKI

infrastructure requires a trusted third party, or

Certification Authority.The role of the CA is to issue

digital certificates, the electronic equivalent of an identity

card,which is systematically used with every transaction.

The entire process depends on maintaining the

security and confidentiality of private keys.Without

this essential link, the chain would be broken every

Reduced costs, timesavings and increased productivity:

enterprises are well aware of the potential benefits

electronic commerce can bring to business relationships.

Whether the two parties are linked by a point-to-point

system or a virtual e-marketplace that brings together

buyers and sellers in the same sector of activity, business-

to-business – or B2B – is of growing importance to

the e-economy.

Electronic commerce between businesses

demands a lot in terms of security.

New e-market places are springing up fast in all sorts

of industries from agriculture to automobile

manufacturing, banking and more. B2B deals already

account for about 85% of all total e-commerce

transactions, and analysts are predicting an imminent

boom. By 2004, according to Forrester Research, the

market will be worth about $1,500 billion versus $55

billion in 1999.

But the main barrier to the adoption of Internet

commerce is the lack of security and trust.

Electronic commerce between businesses and

consumers – or B2C as it is known –relies on securing

payments. But the business-to-business market is far

more exacting. It requires a system for signing not only

financial transactions, but also all electronic messages

carrying orders, contracts, invoices and other confidential

documents. Public Key Infrastructures are the most

promising solution here, which is why they are so

essential for securing B2B transactions.

Smarts cards and PKI:
The winning combination

The GemSAFE IS

card, reader and

software 

kit enables 

users to encrypt 

and sign electronic

transactions.
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time a user refuses to recognize their signature and calls the

electronic transaction into question.

The problem in a PKI environment is much the same

as that facing any other cryptography system – secure key

storage.That’s where the smart card comes in.

At present, smart cards offer the surest solution for

storing the user’s pair of keys. Especially as the private key,

the most sensitive part of the system, never leaves the card!

Thanks to its secured microprocessor,own coding algorithms

and integrated anti-piracy devices, locking the keys away

in a smart card is like keeping them in a mini-bank vault.

That’s why it can be relied on to generate digital signatures.

The Identrus initiative

Banks are front line players in the traditional commercial

relationships between businesses. Clearly, they also have 

a part to play in B2B e-commerce, and are determined to

retain their place in tomorrow’s market for financial

transactions. Identrus was launched commercially in

September 2000 and is looking to bring together more than

300 banks with thousands of business customers each.

Founded by seven of the world’s biggest banks – ABN

Amro, Bank of America, Barclays PLC, Chase Manhattan,

Citigroup,Deutsche Bank and Hypo Vereinsbank – in April

1999, and now including about thirty financial institutions,

Identrus offers businesses access to a secure global network

for B2B transactions. Of course, these services are only

available to customers of the member banks.

Gemplus and Identrus

Identrus offers a rapid, pragmatic means for securing B2B

transactions between customers and suppliers.To do so,

Identrus has defined a global technology infrastructure based

on the smart card and PKI, as well as common business

practices and regulations for every participant.“Gemplus

has taken the strategic decision to get strongly involved in

B2B e-commerce,” says Frank Edmé, director of the

Gemplus Banking B2B Business Unit. “Identrus is one of

the most exciting initiatives in this arena, and we therefore

decided to invest a lot in this project by creating a dedicated

Business Unit and assigning significant resources for research

and development.”

Gemplus already offers the GemSAFE™ IS Identity

Signature for the Identrus System, a global solution for the

financial institutions that belong to Identrus and their

corporate customers.The solution can be fully customized

thanks to Gemplus’ consulting services. In addition to the

card, reader and software kit that lets

authorized users encrypt and sign

electronic transactions, it features a 

Card Management System and a full

service for card personalization that

assigns the pair of keys and certificate

when cards are issued.

Gemplus already has solid

experience in the IT security field,

through the development of highly

secured cards and the GemSAFETM

PKI product range, and the

deployment of card management

systems, whether for the banking,

GSM or IT markets.

The group also offers the largest

network of personalization sites in

the industry, another key requirement for worldwide

infrastructures like Identrus.

Today, the digital signature is the trailblazing application

offered by GemSAFETM IS.But in the future, customers will

also be able to add complementary applications to the card

in areas such as computing security or m-commerce.

Right now, Gemplus has already been selected as  a

supplier by a number of Identrus member banks.

@rating e-business
solution for Coface

Gemplus and Coface, the world leader in export credit

insurance and French number one in enterprise

information, have teamed up to offer the first platform

for e-commerce to combine the @rating system for

assessing creditworthiness with electronic transaction

security solutions.

The GemSafe™ card enables participants to identify

themselves and prove that the organization they belong

to is recognized by Coface.Thanks to this solution, the

platform ensures the non-repudiation of electronic

payment orders and can optionally guarantee payment

by offering insurance against purchasers defaulting on

contract terms.

“Coface and Gemplus are transforming GemSafe

technology into a real service offer for banks, electronic

marketplaces and large multinational enterprises with

@rating,”says Marie-Christine Rischmann, Gemplus

security and e-commerce sales engineer.

Coface has more than 70,000 customers in 75

countries and references on over 23 million.
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For more information visit:
www.gemplus.com
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Y O U  A R E no longer prey to the compe-

tition with Infineon’s new 32-bit Multi Appli-

cation Security Controller. You will enjoy mar-

ket-leading flexibility. And performance that

accommodates independent, virtual machine

languages such as JavaTM, Smart Card for Win-

dowsTM and MultosTM. You will savour the

advanced integral security concept that

delights everyone – but hackers. And you will

profit from top-of-the-food-chain advantages,

such as: real multitasking, outstanding

cost/performance, up to 512 Kbytes of non-

volatile memory (EEPROM/Flash). Plus the

talents of a dedicated crypto controller. When-

ever you think of high-end chip cards, think of

Infineon. Our cutting edge technology has what

IT takes to make sure you’re the hunter  – not

your competition.

www.infineon.com/88Controller

Dedicated: 32-bit Multi Application Security Controller.

Secure: Memory Management and Protection Unit, 
1100-bit Advanced Crypto  Engine.

Powerful:  32-bit CPU and 32-bit Peripheral Control
Processor, up to 66 MHz in 0.25µm CMOS Technology.

Memorable: 136 Kbytes ROM, 8 Kbytes RAM, 64 Kbytes EEPROM.

Exceptional: Up to 4 Gigabytes of virtual address
space on smallest die size.



The Vision – Security
and Convenience
As market trends show the move from local to global

business, the demand for mobility increases.The past

few years have shown an explosion of electronic

communication, and we are now aware of the

identification problem on an impersonal web.Who 

am I really communicating with? Might there 

be someone else reading my messages? How can 

people I communicate with really know I am who 

I claim to be?

A result of the identification need is an abundance

of different identification and verification solutions.

This includes anything from plain passwords 

over protocols such as SSL, to card readers, random

number generator, and small id devices.Accordingly,

the number of PINs and passwords increases and 

the world becomes complicated for the user. To

survive in this new world we use simple 

PINs or passwords that are easy 

to remember.

Sometimes the passwords are even written down on

Post-it stickers or stored openly in the digital

phonebook. Obviously,many users feel a practical need

to cheat the security designed to protect them.

The conclusion is that we need to make security

simple to make it useful. There are basically three

ways of identifying a user.With something you

have, with something you know or with

something you are. In the physical world we usually

use the “something we have” in combination with

“something we are”, for example a photo ID.The ID

itself is something we have, and the photo together with

a person verifying the user is something we are.

“Something we are” is called biometrics in the

digital world and examples include recognition of voice,

fingerprints or iris. Of the available alternatives,

fingerprints represent an attractive combination of high

security, high convenience, high end user acceptance

and low cost.

Today, fingerprint readers are small and can be

installed at a low cost. They can be integrated in

everything from computers, mobile phones, and

handheld computers to doors on houses or cars. In a

world where we can use security in a convenient

way, security will be used, and we do not

have to question the digital identities 

of the ones we are communicating

with. The result is security and

convenience in one package.

Technofile 

PKIwithout a

PIN
By Peter Höjerback, 
Precise Biometrics

Today’s market trends showing an exploding
demand for electronic transactions and
identification increases the demand for
higher security. We must be sure whom we
are communicating with, as the digital world
lacks the trust you find in the physical world.

[Fig.1: Smart Handheld

Devices will be the

preferred choice of

Internet access for

many.You will identify

yourself with your

fingerprint.]

This article gives the reader our thoughts about biometrics, PKI and smart
cards, and how these three components together will make an ideal solution
in terms of both security and convenience.
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PKI, Smart Cards 
and Biometrics

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) today offers the highest

security in communication. Based on a pair of digital

keys, where a private key is secretly held by a user and

a public key is held by anyone, we are able to make

authentication via digital certificates, non-repudiation

via digital signatures and to have confidentiality via

encryption.

As the private key is the key to someone’s identity

the private key has to be stored in a secure way. For

security and mobility reasons, it is not ideal to store

private keys in an open device like a hard drive or a

floppy disc.A powerful and mobile solution is

the smart card,which contains a small computer

for encryption operation and memory that 

is protected by a secure operating system.

Generating private keys on the smart card and

encapsulating them in the secure memory

renders copying of the keys virtually impossible.

One single question remains. Who is

really using my smart card? Is a PIN a

guarantee that nobody but myself can use my

identity? Can I be sure that my doctor is the

only one able to access my medical files, or

could the digital identity be abused by

anybody who knows the PIN?

To ensure that nobody else but the

cardholder uses the card, the verification must

be done with something that physically

connects the user to the card – Biometrics. By

giving access to a private key in a PKI only to

the person identifying themselves with

Biometrics completes the chain. The PKI

enables secure transactions and handling of the

digital identity.The smart card prevents the

identity of being copied, and the Biometrics

guarantees who is using it.

Fingerprint 
Match on Card

Today the normal procedure of protecting a

smart card is done with a PIN.The PIN is

stored securely in the smart card and cannot

be read.When the correct PIN is presented to

the card it will grant access to the files on the

card protected by the operating system.When

storing a private key on the card the access does

not mean that the user can actually read the

private key. Instead the card itself in crypto-

27
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graphic operations can use the private key if the correct

PIN was presented.

When we change the procedure from PIN-based

verification to fingerprint identification,we must uphold

the security level as it was before. The sensitive

fingerprint data that will be our new PIN on the smart

card must not leave the card during the verification

process.The PIN comparison procedure is then changed

to a fingerprint verification procedure on the card.

As the cards are still slower than an external device,

some calculations have to be done outside the smart

card chip.This procedure does not lower the security

as long as the fingerprint template1 stored on the card

is never released to the external device.

[Fig 2. A combination of three

technologies create trust in the

digital world.]

Smart Cards

Biometry

PKI

1 ‘A template is essential information extracted from biometric data used for verification’



The procedures for match on card can be described in

four steps, shown in Figure 3.

1. The user is asked to verify, and by placing the

finger on the reader the fingerprint is encrypted

and read by the PC.

2. The fingerprint is checked for quality and the

fingerprint template is extracted.

3. The fingerprint template is sent encrypted to the

smart card processor.

4. The smart card processor performs the

fingerprint matching using the fingerprint

template stored on the card. If the verification

succeeds, the card is given access to the private

key for cryptographic operations.This could

then be used for e-commerce, secure e-mail,

access to your corporate servers or encrypting

your files and folders.

Precise Biometrics has demonstrated a full digital

transaction based on the solution described above.This

was done in co-operation with iD2 for PKI and Miotec

for smart cards.The demonstration showed how a web-

based secure purchase was made at a business-to-business

electronic marketplace. Mr Peter Höjerback, the CEO

Technofile 
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Peter Höjerback, CEO, President, 

Precise Biometrics AB

E-mail: ph@precisebiometrics.com

Phone: +46 46 31 11 00

www.precisebiometrics.com

of Precise Biometrics, held a presentation about

biometrics, PKI and smart cards at the ISSE conference

in Barcelona, 27-29 September 2000.

Conclusions

PKI, biometrics and smart cards together are the key

for secure communication and identification in any

digital transaction.

The PKI ensures secure communication, signing

and authentication, smart cards store the digital identity,

and biometrics makes sure who is using it.

If security is to work, it must be made easier to use.

[Fig. 3: Precise

Biometrics’

break-through 

in match-on-card

ensures secure 

digital transactions

for e- and 

m-commerce.]
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What exactly is a
System-on-Card?

Generally speaking, a System-on-Card is a smart card

with an enhanced functionality.This means that other

features are integrated that allow for more convenience

and usability while keeping the same security level as

“normal” smart cards.The added features will include

a display to show the status of reward points or cash

balance, a FingerTIP™ to make the identification and

authentication more convenient for the user, and 

a battery and button(s) to allow active (offline) scrolling

through the display.

Advantages

These applications include foremost e-commerce,

loyalty, road-tolling, and access control.The advantages

that such a System-on-Card brings with it include:

• High data security through a cryptographic

microcontroller assures the integrity and privacy

of the user.They allow for secure storage of secret

keys and secure authentication by means of

advanced cryptography. Since smart cards are not

reprogrammeable in an unprotected environment,

virus attacks are effectively prevented.

• With a System-on-Card, convenience is strongly

enhanced as active scrolling through the display

is possible showing the status of frequent traveller

miles or the amount of cash available for the

next purchase. Identification and authenti-

cation is simplified for the user through the use

of  biometry.

• The privacy of the user is always secured because

the matching of data takes place on the card – as

reference and matching data are stored in the

card – while also enabling different biometrical

solutions on the card.

• This stand-alone ability reduces infrastructure

costs. Part of the infrastructure (identification,

authentication, and status) is transferred to the

card.With a System-on-Card, identical hardware

and software updates can be done.

Applications
Banking

The goal for a System-on-Card is to provide convenient

and secure access for banking applications. Today’s

applications incorporate the sole use of PINs (personal

identification numbers). In the future, though,

FingerTIPs can also be used for a much more

convenient method for identification and authentication

of users, as the matching of individual biometrical data

takes place on the card.

Fig. 1: A flexible

Plastic display is

shown on the left; its

layer construction is

shown on the right

Infineon Technologies AG By Timo Grassmann, Andreas Karl;

System-on-Card
Multiple Applications, Many Possibilities.

The market for chip cards was built from relatively simple applications
which merely required memory chips with simple security features, e. g.
health insurance and telephone cards. Parallel to this, the use of the card
format for more complex applications like access control and banking cards
has also started to develop. Today, high demands are made on chips and
their functionality relating to secret data exchange, authentication of the
user by PIN, and memory capacity. A System-on-Card simplifies the
interface between terminal and smartcard since authentication,
identification and display of information will take place on the card
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Another feature for banking applications will be a

display.The missing acceptance from the public for 

e-purses stems from the lack of information about the

cash balance within the card; when purchasing goods

in a store, the information about whether enough

money is loaded on the e-purse is not known.This is

why a display will greatly increase the acceptance and

convenience level of e-purses,since this feature will provide

all necessary information for the next transaction.With a

battery,even offline-scrolling is possible,providing the user

with details about their latest transactions.

Yet another advantage of a System-on-Card for

banking applications is that infrastructure costs can be

reduced.As the identification and authentication of the

user takes place on the card and the status of the cash

balance and transaction amounts are shown on the

display of the card, parts of the infrastructure are

transferred to the card.Therefore, costs for terminals

can be lowered as simpler models can be installed.

E-commerce

Everybody is talking about e-commerce. Projections

foresee volumes in the range of trillions of dollars by

the year 20051.When looking at the facts, though, the

market has not picked up the necessary speed. One

reason for the reluctance of consumers to purchase their

goods online, is the lack of security and trust  when

making transactions over the internet. Just imagine

buying a book on a website that costs $100.The amount

shown on the computer screen would show the correct

amount, $100, but the screen may be counterfeited and

in fact $1000 will be deducted from your bank account

when acknowledging the transaction.

This is the reason why a System-on-Card will be

extremely useful in overcoming these security pitfalls.

It is a trusted reader that stores all pertinent data on the

card and therefore all private and individual data does

not leave the card.The amount that must be paid for

the book will be shown on the card with the display

under direct control of the smart card controller and

the acknowledgement of the transaction will be done

on the card – by means of a button - preventing

counterfeiting and virus attacks possible on a PC.

Such a card can also be used for extending home

banking-applications.Authentication and displaying  of

transactions on the card ensure that manipulation of

the data by local software/ viruses or hackers attacking

the remote data transmission via network, will not be

possible.

Loyalty Card

In today’s competitive world customer relationship

management has become ever more important.The

supply chain management of companies has turned into

a very complex and intricate structure that relies on

huge amounts of data.Companies - especially shopping

centers - have turned to loyalty cards to monitor just

what their customers are purchasing and to give them

reward points in return.Airlines are another part of the

economy that rely heavily on loyalty cards to keep their

frequent travellers by

redeeming flown air

miles with free flights,

upgrades, and gifts.

Up to now it was

not possible to show 

the status of the bonus

or reward points.

A System-on-Card will

change this in a very

convenient and elegant

way. The loyalty card

with a display, will show

the shopper or airline

traveller the bonus status

at all times, thereby

giving them direct feedback to any transaction they

may have completed.With a battery-on-card, even active

scrolling through the information on the display

becomes possible.And just imagine having more than

one application running on one System-on-Card.This

alleviates the hassle of having to deal with a bundle of

cards in your wallet or purse. Going one step further,

applications could be loaded onto the card after the

card has been issued, allowing greater flexibility for the

user as the card can be adapted to personal needs.

Identity card and
access control

Besides the above mentioned convenience, in the case

of high security requirements, the biometric sensor

FingerTIPTM also permits the use of the card as an

identity card. In addition to the photo of the user 

a second biometric feature on the card strongly improves

the secure authentication.This is due to the safety of

the FingerTIPTM on one hand and the extremely high

effort for faking such a card on the other.Together with

a display on the card,which confirms the authentication,

Technofile 

1 ‘A study from the Internatonal Data Corporation’
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this System-on-Card can be used as an identity card at

any time.The display on the card, independent from

the terminal, also prevents manipulation of data and

display via the terminal software in a secure way.

For the authorities, this means that an increase 

in security against a counterfeited identity card is

provided and is both convenient and transparent, as well

as the fact that secure authentication is possible at

any time.

In a lower security standard, such cards can also be

used as a multi-useable identity card for access to public

institutions, e. g. libraries, swimming-pools, and public

transport. Similar to the widespread stripe, monthly or

yearly tickets, which are used nowadays, the display

shows the actual amount, or respectively how many

rides or  accesses are still available.The FingerTIPTM

serves to secure the user’s card against abuse by strangers

in case of theft or loss, as well as providing convenient

handling for identification.

Infineon Strides 
to Push the Market -
Status of the
Components

A System-on-Card is not a new topic for the smart

card business and has been in the news for several years

now. However, these ideas (display, battery, keyboard,

etc.) have not been realized so far because of the lack

of technological possibilities to build displays or sensors

for biometrical identification and authentication which

are suitable for the use in plastic cards.The requirements

for the components are challenging: high robustness

against humidity, bending and pressure, high operating

and storage temperature range, very thin profile, low

energy consumption at a supply voltage of 5V, good

process ability and low cost.

Using a display in smart cards means that flexible

plastic foils must be used for its construction, which are

very thin on one hand and have to protect the optical

substances like LCDs (liquid crystal display) or OLEDs

(organic light emitting diodes) against the environment

of the card (humidity, bending and pressure) on the

other.These optical substances also have to be very

reliable, i. e. exposure to temperatures up to 90°C should

not cause any irreversible damage in the long run; the

same is true for the adhesive that is used to assemble

the foils. In order to meet the "thinness" and pressure

requirements, not only thin foils are used, but also

additional measures are taken in the construction 

of the display.Thus LCDs can be built on the basis of

a λ/4-cell, which reduces the thickness of LCD cells

by 50%.The forming of spacers inside the optical cell

makes it very robust against pressure.Additionally, today’s

polarizer foils for LCDs,which are about 200µm thick,

can be replaced by applying a thin layer of a liquid

polarizer, which is only about 1µm thick after drying

and has very similar features to a foil.An example of a

plastic display currently

under development is

shown in Figure 1.(Page 27)

Low energy con-

sumption is reached today

with LCDs. The liquid

crystals are oriented by an

electric field and thus

polarize the light that is

reflected by a mirror on the

backside of the display. If a

polarizer foil is mounted

on the front side, the

reflected light is either

visible or blocked, depen-

ding on the stage of the

liquid crystal.This principle

can also be applied for

bistable LCDs.They have

the lowest energy consumption, because the status 

of the liquid crystal remains stable after writing

information into single segments by electric fields, i. e.

the display shows the last value after a transaction

persistently,without voltage or current applied, as shown

in Figure 2.

OLEDs are luminescent displays, which do not depend

on an external light source.They require a certain

current for operation, their brilliance and the option

for color and the relatively easy realization of pixels

justify their application.As the requirements are high

volumes and low cost for the production of such 

a plastic display, processes like roll-to-roll, printing of

the liquid crystal, lithographic forming of spacers and

high yields have to be established.The applications for

smart cards are spreading and the number of pieces are

increasing.The OLED acceptance is certainly enhanced

through System-on-Card. Therefore, a number of

projects have been started to realize their potential.

• The Fraunhofer Gesellschaft is running a

project together with industry partners for

developing a functional demonstrator for a

multifunctional smart card consisting of a 

Technofile 

Fig. 2: FLC

(ferroelectric liquid

crystals) show a

memory effect. By

application of

external electrical

fields, the FLC can

be switched between

two stable states
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bending, and pressure. A possible

solution is to develop ultra thin chips

that meet these requirements, as

shown in Fig. 3.

Another project regarding

FingerTIPTM-on-Card is the

Finger_Card project under the

fifth framework program of the

European Commission.The project

includes the integration of a

biometric sensor (Fingerprint)

together with an advanced

matching processor on a smart

card.The goal is to provide a card that allows a more

secure, reliable and comfortable identification of

participants for E-commerce and similar security

related activities, without central management and

storage of data.

As mentioned earlier, a battery-on-card would

enhance the functionality and convenience even more,

since scrolling and high-end displays are supported.

The batteries for a System-on-Card have similar

requirements as far as bending, temperature range, etc.

goes.Additionally, batteries within a smart card need

to be environmentally safe because most of the cards

will be thrown away by the user.

A battery with 25 mAh,

for example, would last 3

years with an OLED display,

with 5 offline transactions

per day. There are several

players that produce batteries

according to the require-

ments. These batter ies

include various types, e.g.

Lithium Polymer, which

will be rechargeable and

non-rechargeable allowing

flexibility for var ious

applications.

Considering the status

of the components, the

feedback from the market

on these activities is very

positive, and players like

banking associations and security companies are eager

to start field trials as soon as engineering samples of

controllers, displays and batteries are available in

numbers, which is expected by the end of 2001.The

number of possible pilot projects and the status of the

components is promising and shows a high acceptance

of a System-on-Card by system providers and card users.

card with a copper inlay, two controller ICs,

display and keyboard.

• Giesecke&Devrient’s LOOK! project targets 

a stand-alone system integrating a battery, an

OLED display, controller IC and a switch on 

a smart card.

• GemPlus is working on a similar solution with 

a bistable display and a smart card controller.

Infineon Technologies, as the market leader for Security

and Chip Card ICs, also pushes this technology by

supporting a development project funded by the

German government, for a Display-on-Card together

with the “Labor für Bildschirmtechnik” at the

University of Stuttgart, well known by display experts

for its innovations regarding TFTs and bistable 

display panels.

The roadmap for displays will lead to more and

more advanced displays.Active matrix displays that will

be larger than 7 digits with color will be available in

the future, enhancing the convenience of smart cards 

(in addition to the security features) even more.

Infineon Technologies also pursues solutions for 

a FingerTIPTM-on-Card, demonstrated by the

development of sensors for a field trial by health insurance

companies in the Netherlands, using a chip card with an

integrated FingerTIPTM for patients suffering from Parkinson

syndrome. Since the existing sensor technology requires

two IC-Modules in the card and a comparatively high

thickness of more than 2mm instead of the ISO-

standardized 0.78mm,the next step is to develop solutions

which meet the ISO-requirements regarding thickness,

Vision and summary

In summary, a System-on-Card consists of a security controller, and components

that include displays, biometric sensors FingerTIPTM, and batteries. It will be trusted

for all payment, security, access and loyalty applications. It ensures complete

identification and authentication in a secure and convenient way that is easily

monitored by the user. Since a System-on-Card stores personal and biometric features

and data, as well as available cash balances, it permits flexible and secure access to the

virtual world – from virtually anywhere in the world.

Because a System-on-Card is self-contained and trusted, the cost and functionality

needed in infrastructure is reduced. Since the card and its functions are under the

direct control of the user, confidence in its security is high when transactions are

initiated.The identification and authentication features on the card can replace the

PIN and ensure that the card will be used by its rightful owner.

Fig. 3: A FingerTIP

wafer with a

thickness of 30µm

showing almost

paper-like behavior.
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He uses his girlfriend's name as a password.

His PIN is written under his keyboard.

Siemens ID Mouse®– because there's only one effective
security device for PC access: your fingerprint.
As soon as you touch the high-quality fingertip sensor integrated into a standard 
PC mouse, your PC lets you – and only you – gain access.The Siemens ID Mouse 
is easy to install, easy to use – right or left-handed – and is extremely reliable.
So forget your passwords and PINs and let the mouse make things much easier.
Further information on the Internet at www.siemens.com/biometrics (Europe)
www.siemens.co.jp/idmouse (Japan)
www.siemensidmouse.com (USA)

mobile business

She doesn't need any passwords or PINs.
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Introducing standards to a developing industry can bring

widespread benefits.As well as highlighting increasing

industry maturity, standards can also encourage the

widespread use of a technology by facilitating integration,

reducing time-to-market and by reducing risk.

For a long time, the development of a biometric API

(Application Programming Interface) has been acknow-

ledged as a major prerequisite for widespread adoption of

biometric technology. So, although it has taken its time

coming, the recently launched BioAPI has been broadly

welcomed and has gone a long way toward producing the

first industry-wide biometric interface standard.

In fact,a number of more focused standards are being

developed for the use of biometrics, although in some

respects they still lack interoperability. These sorts of

interoperability issues are particularly important to resolve

and in areas such as the exchange of biometric data they

are quickly being ironed out.

Despite the broad ranging reach of the BioAPI

standard, work on standards is far from being complete.

Industry developments, such as the convergence of PKI

and smart card technology,mean that even more standards

and interoperability issues must still be addressed.

Nevertheless,with most of the major standardization teams

working toward a common goal, the end result should be

interoperable and usable biometrics.

Application
Programming

Interfaces
Generally speaking, an API separates individual

biometric technologies from applications; it allows the

respective technologies to be used across multiple

applications as well as the simple integration of that

technology into existing applications.

In the biometrics industry, API designers have

attempted to create biometric ‘plug & play’ capability by

standardizing proprietary data acquisition as well as SDK

(Software Development Kit) Interfaces – the most common

vehicle for demonstrating biometric algorithms on PC

platforms (see Figure 1).

Plug and play is essential for widespread adoption by

integrators.Integrators should not need specialist knowledge

in order to integrate biometrics into their applications.

Integrators should also be able to easily replace different

sensors or software versions (from varying suppliers), or

combine a number of biometrics in a standardized form.

BioAPI
In the past there have been a large number of

competing biometric API proposals including SVAPI,

BAPI,CAPI,BAAPI and HA-API (see Box 1 on page 36).

These have now more or less all merged into the BioAPI

development.

BioAPI is intended to provide a high-level generic

biometric authentication model, suited for any form of

biometric technology. It covers the basic functions of

enrolment, verification and identification and includes a

database interface to allow a biometric service provider

(BSP) to manage efficiently populations of identities.With

these convenience functions,application programmers get

an interface that allows them to concentrate on their

application instead of the internals of biometrics.

BioAPI also provides primitive functions which allow

for more flexible system arrangements – for example by

enabling the capture of samples on a client,while enrolment,

verification and identification take place on a server.

The technical scope of the BioAPI specification can

be summarized as:

APIs and 
Interoperability
By Dr. Brigitte Wirtz

The take-up of biometric solutions continues 
to accelerate, especially in the emerging 
market of intranet and Internet applications. 
This surge in demand is partly due to 
improved technology, but another 
crucial factor has been the significant 
progress made on standards and 
interoperability issues

Technofile 

Fig.1: Principles 

of a biometric API

Application

Biometric API

SDKs      Sensors
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• Produce a standard biometric API, which:

implements technology, platform and operating

system independence for applications; vendor

independence and choice of technology for

customers; and the possibility for biometric

developers to evolve their products;

• Support the full range of application scenarios;

• Support all biometrics and AFIS systems (local

as well as distributed);

• Support surveillance systems as well as open 

and embedded systems;

• Migration from HA-API;

• Support reference implementation(s);

• Submission of the specification to a 

standards body.

The BioAPI consortium (Btt June ’00,p1) released the

BioAPI V1.0 at the end of March this year.This followed

a series of mergers,which were completed by March 1999.

The support for the standard is unparalleled with more

than 50 member companies and organizations being

involved.

Microsoft  
confusion?

Despite the successful launch of BioAPI, however, the

waters quickly became muddied.This followed a statement

by Microsoft (Btt June ’00,p1) saying it is going to integrate

the BAPI standard,developed by US supplier I/O Software

(Btt June ’00,p1),into the next major release of its Windows

operating system.

From one point of view,the integration of a biometric

API into Windows represents a large step towards the

ubiquity of biometric systems.But,a major part of industry

has been left wondering why Microsoft did not choose to

integrate BioAPI,the industry-wide acknowledged standard

for a biometric API.

Microsoft’s choice of API is not necessarily as big a rift

in the world of standardization as it may at first seem,

however. I/O Software has for a long time been an active

member of the BioAPI consortium. It is also the chair of

the BioAPI’s device-level working group, which is

responsible for integrating BAPI as the lower level of the

BioAPI specification.

I/O Software has hinted at its continued sup-port for

the BioAPI standard (Btt June ’00, p2), so the prospect of

having a uniform operating system, integrated biometric

API still seems possible.

Interoperability 
of biometric
data

A major issue for biometric standardization is the

interoperability of biometric data, especially enrolment

data.Data collection is an expensive task, so possible reuse

of existing data is desirable.

Data sharing between different applications – for

example the seamless integration of biometrics in smart

card applications – also requires interoperability of data.

There is not yet a single industry-wide biometric data

standard, but three major efforts are underway with the

aim of achieving interoperability between the respective

biometric data descriptions. These projects are: the

Common Biometric Exchange File Format (CBEFF);the

BioAPI biometric data format (BIR);and the ANSI X9.84

Biometrics Management and Security For The Financial

Services Industry data format.

BIR
The BioAPI biometric data format is designed as a fixed

format biometric identification record and is known as the

BIR.It consists of a header, the biometric opaque data and

an optional signature (see Figure 2).The 16-byte headers

hold information such as:

Technofile 

Fig. 2: Bio

API Biometric

Identification

Record (BIR)

Length
(Header + Opaque Data)

4

Header Opaque Biometric Data Signature

FormatHeader
Version

1

BIE
Data
Type

1

Quality

1

Purpose
Mask

1

Factors Mask

4

Owner

2

ID

2
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• Length of the complete BIR;

• Header version number;

• Type of data;

• Format ID of the opaque data format (which

can either be proprietary or in an open

format);

• Quality and purpose of the data;

• The biometric factors (finger, face, voice, etc.)

• and the specifications of an optional signature.

CBEFF
The Common Biometric Exchange File Format 

was predominantly defined by a subgroup of BioAPI

consortium members - Identicator, Infineon

Technologies, NIST/ITL, NSA, Saflink and

Veridicom.The subgroup was chaired by NIST/ITL

and attempted to generate a ‘technology-blind’ standard

file format to facilitate exchange and interoperability of

biometric data.Because it is a data description format, it

does not standardize the underlying biometric data sets

– therefore it is not a barrier to com-petition between

the providers.

The data structure within the CBEFF specification

was designed to handle a wide variety of application systems,

from sophisticated systems with complex biometric

performance (that might require a complex structure as

well as compliance with an internationally accepted data

encoding scheme), to systems that have limited storage

media and require a data structure with minimum overhead.

In a similar manner to BioAPI’s BIR,the CBEFF data

format comprises a header followed by an opaque data

format.Currently two biometric formats are defined.One

of these is a ‘simple’ format which uses fixed length fields,

one or two bytes in length (like the BioAPI format).The

other is the ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One)

format, which is a standardized description language.

Both equivalent encodings are given in the CBEFF

document, which was released as a NIST/ITL standard

in November 1999.

The BioAPI consortium has agreed to implement a

function that translates between the ASN.1 syntax version

of CBEFF and the BioAPI BIR.The intention is to use

the ASN.1 CBEFF format for exchanging data over

networks and the BioAPI BIR for local storage.
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SVAPI
Developed May 1996
SVAPI is a low-level speaker verifi-
cation API and one of the oldest
biometric APIs.Chaired by Novell, the
API was a complex company-inde-
pendent standard primarily aimed at
providing interchangeable microphones
in speaker verification systems. It was
also compliant with Microsoft’s speech
recognition API, SAPI.Many speaker
verification systems have been SVAPI-
compliant (Datafusion, ITT,Keyware,
Motorola, Nuance, T-Netix, Telia,
Veritel,Verivoice).At a later date,HA-
API compliance of SVAPI compliant
systems was achieved via a translation
layer between both APIs.

BAPI
Merger with BioAPI
December 1998

BAPI is a three-level biometric API
developed by I/O Software, originating
from software and application develop-
ment for the integration of fingerprint
sensors. A non-profit consortium of
around 30 member companies and
organizations was involved in the
specification,and besides US companies
there was a broad overseas support –
especially from the Japanese consumer
electronics industry. BAPI was designed
to be independent of operating systems,
computer platforms and sensing devices.
It was designed to support cryptographic
security integration, standard program-

ming environments,client-server as well
as stand-alone applications.The level
concept within the API was designed to
support different levels of biometric
integration from rapid prototyping (level
1), to more specialized applications (level
2),down to use of the device specific
features by low-level programming 
(level 3).

HA-API
Developed 1997, merged with
BioAPI in March 1999

The Human Authentication API (HA-
API) is a single-layer high-level API,
developed by NRI (National Registry
Inc, later Saflink) in 1997 through a US
Department of Defense (DoD) contract.
The specification was in the public
domain. It was a simple high-level API
focusing on the easy use and integration
of multiple biometrics. Due to its
development with Microsoft’s Crypto-
API in mind,there were a good number
of HA-API compliant systems on the
market.

C-API
C-API was the architectural
starting point for the original
BioAPI consortium

C-API was developed by IBM’s Ad-
vanced Identification. It was a complete
and complex API aimed at minimizing
the expense of changing sensors or
biometrics.Being very generic in design,

it was supposed to enable the imple-
mentation of biometric applications
without a decision having to be made on
specific sensors, algorithms, databases or
search engines. It was also designed to
allow for the implementation of very
specific biometric applications.

BAAPI
Commercial API

BAAPI was a commercial API developed
by True Touch technologies. It aimed to
allow the exchangeability of sensor de-
vices. Supporters included American
Biometrics Company,Biometric Access
Corp,Biometric Identification Inc,Cross
Check Corp, IPI, Identix, Jasper Con-
sulting, SAC Technologies and Who?
Vision

CDSA/HRS
August 1998

The Common Data Security Archi-
tecture/Human Recognition Services
(former User  Authentication Services)
standard was mainly driven forward by
US supplier Intel

BioAPI
Founded April 1998,
released March 2000

Compaq founded BioAPI in April 1998
with the original supporters including
Compaq, IBM Identicator, Microsoft,
Miros, Novell, Mastercard and Barclays

bank.In December 1998,BAPI and Bio-
API merged, followed by a merger
between HA-API and Bio-API in 
March 1999.This merger activity resulted
in a single industry consortium working
on a universal biometric API.The objecti-
ves were: to generate simple application
interfaces as well as standard modular
access to biometric functions,algorithms
and devices;to enable secured and robust
biometric data management and storage;
to install standard methods of differen-
tiating biometric data and device types;
and to provide support for biometric
identification in distributed computing
environments.

Microsoft/BAPI?
May 2000

Microsoft and I/O Software announced
their co-operation to foster widespread
growth of biometrics through the inte-
gration of biometric authentication
technology in future versions of the
Microsoft Windows operating system. It
remains to be seen whether the com-
panies will work together with the
BioAPI Consortium.

Convergence of the Biometric API’s?

In 1988, the International

Organization for

Standardization (ISO) and 

the International

Electrotechnical Commission

(IEC) created a Joint Technical

Committee on Information

Technology (ISO/IEC JTC1).

JTC1 is made up of 

19 sub-committees covering the

area of Information Technology.

Sub-Committee 17 (SC17 )

is responsible for developing

standards for identification 

cards and personal identification
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X9.84 

The X9.84 definition also uses ASN.1 encoding rules.

These rules are popular in the smart card sector and in

security information processing standards such as X.509,

SET and Microsoft Active Directory.The advantage of

ASN.1 encoding of data formats lies in its platform

independence and its flexibility with respect to the size of

individual data fields. It is also flexible when introducing

new data fields.

Further activities
Despite good progress in recent years there is a long way

to go and standardization activities are still in flux.One of

these activities is the completion of a reference

implementation for the BioAPI standard and this is expected

to be completed in September.

Another area that is being worked on is the

combination of biometrics and cryptographic keys.The

Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) PKIX-Working

Group (Public Key Infrastructure for X.509) is developing

standards to integrate biometric and cryptographic keys

for certificates. It is proposing to use biometric data as an

addition to the certificate.The proposed certificate profile

will neither store the complete biometric data with the

certificate nor define standards for the format of the data.

The biometric data is used to establish a more secure link

between a certificate and its owner.

The use of smart cards and biometrics is also an area

being investigated. Sub-Committee 17 (SC17) of

ISO/IEC’s JTC1 (see sidebar) is responsible for developing

standards for identification cards and personal identification.

Currently SC17 is looking at a new smart card standard

with respect to biometrics.

This may either be a standalone standard or it could

be an amendment to the existing ISO/IEC 7816 standard.

The standard aims to define card commands for biometric

algorithms being calculated on a smart card processor.

As well as the above initiatives there are more

standardization projects,such as:the NIST minutiae standard

for AFIS systems;the B10.8’s (Driver’s License/Identification

Card Standard) Finger Minutiae Extraction and Format

Standard for One-to-One Matching;and the ICAO logical

data format for use in travel documents.

All the above activities need to be made interoperable

to cater for applications where the different standards

will overlap.

For example,both the biometric smart card integration

standard and the BioAPI standard will probably be needed

form tomorrow’s Internet world.

Summary
The age of global markets and worldwide electronic

connectivity is fast approaching and biometrics will be at

the forefront in enabling privacy and secure communication.

This will be possible, not just because of improved

technology, but also because of extensive standardization

efforts in the field of application and data interfaces.

Open platform design and standardized interfaces,

operating system and security integration as well as the

convergence of technologies such as PKI, smart cards and

biometrics will certainly pave the way for the ubiquitous

use of biometrics.

The compliance and integration of the respective

standards is essential for such integration - and this leaves

a lot more standardization work to do.

Reprinted from BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGIES

TODAY,Vol 8 (5),Wirtz, ‘API’s and Interoperability’,

pp 8 -11, Copyright 2000, with permission from

Elsevier Science.
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Biometric Consortium

The Biometric Consortium (BC) serves
as the US government’s focal point for
biometrics. Its main activities include
research and development, biometric
evaluation and application of biometric
systems.The Consortium has more than
500 members from government, in-
dustry and academia worldwide, and
more than 60 participating US federal
agencies and members from 80 organi-
zations. The BC also sponsors the
standardization and interoperability
initiatives being run at NIST’s Infor-
mation Technology Laboratory as well
as the National Biometrics Test Center
at the San Jose State University in
California.

Biometric 
Working Group of 
the Teletrust

The German TeleTrust group is an
association of industry partner’s con-
centrating on security, with a specific
focus on standards and interoperability.
TeleTrust consists of several working
groups,besides others,working on legal
security aspects (AG1), security archi-
tectures including chip card security
(AG2), applications in health care
management (AG3),open e-commerce
security (AG4),biometric identification
systems (AG6) and public key infra-
tructure (AG7). These groups also
conduct several interdisciplinary projects
to evaluate the respective technologies,
such as the biometric project BioTrusT.

The BioTrusT project concentrates on
the applicability of biometrics for e-
commerce.Several phases of testing are
being performed, including the use of
biometrics in access control, as a screen
saver and PC logon and finally their use
in e-commerce and e-business.

AfB

The Association for Biometrics has
evolved as the European equivalent to
the Biometric Consortium. For many
years it has been involved in the field of
biometrics, with a special focus on the
testing of biometric systems.It has there-
fore accompanied the European BioTest
project on biometric testing,and recently
a study – Best practice on biometric
testing – has been prepared for the UK

government to serve as a basis for its
ongoing biometric testing.

IBIA

The International Biometric Industry
Organization seeks to provide a lobbying
voice for the employment of biometric
technology as well as establishing an ethic
code that guarantees the application of
biometrics to benefit the protection of
end user privacy.It is open to biometric
manufacturers, integrators as well as end
users. Its focus therefore covers the
adherence to standards for product
performance as well as the establishment
of the ethic code to guarantee that the
member’s products serve to protect
personal privacy.

Major Biometric Organizations

Useful website addresses

The BioAPI consortium - 

http://www.bioapi.com

The Biometric Consortium -

http://www.biometrics.org

The IBIA - 

http://www.ibia.org

The National Institute 

of Standards - 

http://www.nist.gov

TeleTrust - 

http://www.teletrust.de

The BioTrust project - 

http://www.biotrust.de

The AfB - 

http://www.afb.org.uk

I/O Software - 

http://www.iosoftware.com
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This now makes it possible to fully incorporate

biometric procedures into comprehensive security

concepts. Such concepts include both organisational

issues as well as solutions for confidential communi-

cations (e.g. encrypting e-mails) or solutions that prevent

data manipulation (during transmission, for instance).

Yet one of the major components in designing secure

e-business solutions is to have clear authentication, and

it is here that biometric methods are most suitable.The

advantages of such solutions are many and various:

• User convenience: Biometric methods do away

with the need for complicated log-on

procedures based on PINs or passwords.

Consequently users do not have to memorise

anything at all.With the help of ID Center,

once-only biometric authentication (with

Fingertip, for example) is enough to provide

access to all authorised resources.

• Security: PINs or passwords can either be

intercepted during log-on or can be cracked

with a reasonable degree of success using

special programs.And as many users have

difficulties remembering more than one

password, they often choose simple ones or

identical ones for a range of applications – or

they make a note of the correct combination

of letters and numbers. Compared with these

ID Center: 
Platform for biometric authentication solutions

In corporate networks and in e-business, where
transactions involving thousands of dollars are
commonplace, it is absolutely essential to have clear
user authentication. In company networks individuals
have specific privileges, and in e-commerce there is no
place for any doubts concerning the identity of someone
placing an order. The best method for such secure and
failsafe user authentication is considered to be
biometrics. Siemens’ ID Center ensures that biometric
log-on methods can be combined with existing or new
applications in complex networks, thus making it an
authentication authority. 

Christian Parnitzke, Siemens AG Peter Weinzierl, Siemens AG

conventional log-on procedures (PINs and

passwords), biometric authentication provides

the additional security of making PC users

clearly identifiable in what is an otherwise

anonymous network – whereas several

different people can share identical passwords

at one time, or a number of users may simply

happen to choose identical passwords.

• Costs: Passwords are easy to forget – often a

few days holiday is enough. Surveys (Gartner /

Forrester) have shown that more than 50 per

cent of helpdesk calls are password related and

that associated administrative cost exceeds 300

US$ per seat per year.

A major factor in implementing a failsafe authenti-

cation system in a large corporate network or even

in the Internet is the amount of work it involves. If

it required a technician to install hardware or soft-

ware at each workstation, it would quickly lead to

high costs and a great deal of administrative effort.

However, ID Center avoids problems of this kind.

The installation of the biometric devices (the ID

Mouse, for example) and the accompanying software

is straightforward and can be carried out automati-

cally. It is thus a solution that does not require any

changes to be made to individual PC workstations.



Thus incoming biometric data

during authentication can easily be

compared with the data encoded by

ID Center. On the other hand, the

biometric data cannot be used to

recreate biometric features such as

fingerprints, a factor which greatly

reduces the risk of misuse. In addition,

the biometric data is only transmitted

via encrypted communication chan-

nels, and the biometric reference data

itself is also stored in encrypted form.

This makes ID Center resistant to

hackers’ replay attacks.

Clearly, one of the major aims in

developing ID Center was that it

should be easy to integrate into

existing infrastructures. Siemens

Program and System Engineering,

PSE, one of Europe’s largest software

development centers, with more than

4,500 engineers and wide experience

in biometric technology, has decided

to support established industry stan-

dards. ID Center includes ODBC

database interfaces and LDAP access

to allow integration into numerous

directory services. ID Center runs on

the industrially established Microsoft

Windows NT 4.0 platform and is also

available for Windows 2000. In both

versions, ID Center is very easy to use

– its look and feel complies with those

of the well-known Microsoft Windows

graphical user interfaces. Graphical

administration tools allow biometric

user accounts to be created and ad-

ministered quickly and efficiently.

ID Center’s architecture is a state-of-

the-art 3-tier business application

taking full advantage of Microsoft’s

component model architecture

(COM/COM+). The application

server architecture allows excellent

scalability and performance, as well as

very high availability of the authenti-

cation services. Its open architecture

and expandability ensure that ID

Center will be a major security

solution for years to come, as newly

developed biometric technologies can

be integrated as the need arises.
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Users simply connect a biometric

device (e.g. the ID Mouse) to their PCs.

The rest depends on the security

concept of the particular company or e-

mall operator.As part of their security

concept, they have to decide in

advance how users are to enrol (enrol-

ment is the process of gathering a

biometric reference pattern). One

possible solution is that users carry out

once-only enrolment themselves after

having connected the biometric

device.With the Siemens ID Mouse,

all this involves is placing one or two

fingers on the Fingertip sensor at three

different angles so that the necessary

biometric reference data can be stored

for future use.Alternatively, enrolment

can be conducted centrally with higher

security. This allows companies to

create a kind of biometric passport

issuing authority,where enrolment takes

place under supervision after users have

identified themselves with a company

identity card or some other means.

If a company or an e-business

strategy envisages the establishment of

a public-key infrastructure, it makes

sense for the certification authority

(CA) or a local registration authority

to take over biometric authentication

operations too.As the CA already has

to confirm that a particular key – for

confidential encrypted communication

or for an electronic signature – belongs

to a particular person, it thus offers 

the best organisational structure for

assuming the role of the electronic

issuing authority.

ID Center stores the biometric

profiles in encrypted form in a

centralised high-security database or

within a corporate directory store.

Biometric profiles are never images

(e.g. pictures of fingerprints, faces, etc.)

or other direct representations of

unique biometric features, but

encoded characteristic information

that requires only little data storage

space. This characteristic data is

computed with the aid of complex

biometric algorithms.
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Recognising individual

biometric features control

access to protected contents in

the Internet or in intranets. ID

Center thus makes it easy to

recognise who is behind the

web browser during important

e-business transactions.

ID Center also opens up new

opportunities in solutions for particular

sectors of industry. Thus the

complicated and inconvenient PINs

and transaction numbers used in home

banking can be replaced by biometric

authentication – providing both higher

security and increased convenience.

ID Center also makes it possible to

incorporate biometric authentication

into ATMs. Even the medicare sector

is an extremely demanding field in

terms of IT-security. Patients’ health

data records contain sensitive data that

must be protected from unauthorised

access.Biometric authentication makes

it possible to establish separate rights

for doctors and nurses to access and

make changes to data in medical

records.Additionally, ID Center can

even administer access to high-security

laboratories or buildings.

As the above examples show, ID

Center allows the seamless integration

of biometric authentication into

existing infrastructures and does away

with the need for insecure passwords.

This increases convenience for the

user, lowers administration costs,which

are due to a large extent to forgotten

passwords, and ultimately allows

foolproof authentication for important

e-business transactions and an efficient

system for regulating access to

protected resources.

ID Center can also be used to

develop customized solutions.

Emerging standards for

biometric authentication (e.g.

BioAPI 1.0) have been taken

into account in designing ID

Center, so that standard com-

pliant biometric devices can be

integrated easily into the users’

PC. ID Center can be com-

bined with the Siemens ID

Mouse or the Siemens ID Key-

board, for example, and other

biometric devices can be

integrated if required.

ID Center is initially

offering two standard solutions:

• Windows NT/Windows

2000 Login Solution:

here ID Center replaces

the normal password-

based login for a

Windows domain with

user verification based

on a unique personal

feature.A touch of the user’s

fingertip, for instance, may

be all it takes to log on to a

Windows NT network from

any PC workstation within

the network domain.

• The possibility of fraud

poses a major threat to the

growing e-business market.

Siemens’ Internet/Intranet

Login Solution with ID

Center thus brings

biometric authentication

technology to the web.

Technofile 

More Information available at:
http://siemensidcenter.com
www.fingertip.de
Contact: Christian Parnitzke
Peter Weinzierl
Biometrics@mch.siemens.de

PKI and biometrics
Public-key infrastructures (PKIs) form the basis for both
confidential encrypted communication and the use of
digital signatures in open networks.The PKI guarantees
that communication partners who do not know each
other can still exchange signed documents or encrypted
e-mails.To do this, a PKI issues a certificate that confirms
that a particular key does indeed belong to a particular
individual.The integration of biometric methods into a
PKI allows a range of further solutions, such as clear
authentication of a user when logging on to a service. In
addition, ID Center provides authorisation mechanisms
in an intranet or in the Internet, whereby the biometric
data of a particular person or group of persons (e.g. staff
in sales or accounting, or departmental managers) are
allotted certain - privileges within the network.Thus the
system can specify, for example, that members of the
personnel department receive immediate access to
personnel files after logging on (biometrically) to the
network. Similarly,within a B2B marketplace in the web,
specific people can be given access to individual offers
or services.

Privacy and
identity

Despite the integration of biometric methods into the Internet, surfing

through the web remains as anonymous as it has always been. Even

private individuals purchasing low-cost items in the web – using

micro-payment systems – do not have to reveal their identity.Yet if it

is a question of concluding business contracts or placing expensive

orders in the B2B sector, business partners need to know for certain

who is sitting at the PC where the order originates from, in order to

avoid taking unacceptable financial risks
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I m a g i n e  y o u r d a t a  b e i n g  
a s s a f e  a s y o u r  o w n t h o u g h t s .

In today’s world of Internet connectivity, nothing is more important than

security. Knowing that your data is as safe on your server as it is being sent

20,000 miles over the web. That the money you transfer actually gets to where

you want it, and not into the hands of organized hackers. Security is what will

make or break the Internet. Its success, quite frankly, depends on it. 

We’re working hard on semiconductor solutions that will help make the

Internet and IT communications a more secure place. From biometric sensors

to high performance encryption chips, our expertise is driving innovation in

this crucial field. So come and talk to us — risk-free. 

www.infineon.com

{ P E R P E T U A L T H I N K I N G  P R O C E S S }

I N F I N E O N  C Y C L E S

1999 — Online fraud amounts
to an estimated $5 billion.

1983 — The Internet is born.

1996 — E-commerce begins
to challenge traditional ways

of doing business.

2000 — Infineon develops
microelectronic security solutions

that make the Internet secure.

2000 — Over 10 million PCs
affected by „I LOVE YOU“ virus.  
Internet security becomes key.
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Looking at Germany as an important market within

Europe, the forecast for B2B sales within the German

B2B market amounts to € 270 million by the year 2005.

The overall European growth in this market will reach

an amount of only € 900 million, via European

marketplaces. The reasons behind this current

development is the automobile industry, the transport

and the travel industry, which is reported to run 

29% of their business online. In the fields of

telecommunication and office supplies, analysts have

noticed a staggering growth of 500% in online trading.

The interdependence of vital branches of the industry

will no doubt lead to a change in favor of the online

trade.

As far as Germany is concerned, consumer market

observation clearly shows that the need for high level

security ranks top among the professional and qualified

web users. It focuses mainly on the target group of

young professionals and practical users of the Internet

nationwide, which generate 85% of purchases in the

net.These groups will cause a change in the turnover

of goods sold via e-commerce until 2005 from books,

IT accessories and clothing towards high value goods.

At present, online services concentrate on e-mails and

e-banking.Meanwhile, distinction is made between the

type of the “web user”who is using the internet mainly

for gaining information and e-mails on one side and

the type of the “e-consumer” who is really heading for

transactions in the web – i.e. purchasing of goods via

the net or executing banking or brokerage transactions.

Market research conducted by GfK AG in June 2000

shows that within the group of “e-consumers”,

38% use the net for online banking – the same rank 

is achieved by “business e-mails”. However, 39% of the

potential clients in Germany are still unconvinced about

data security in the net, one of the most important

reasons to refrain from e-commerce.

39% of the potential clients in Germany are 

still unconvinced about data security in 

the Internet.

Nevertheless, e-commerce and e-finance are spreading

out in new mobile dimensions, refining the customer’s

wish for permanent availability to m-commerce and 

Communication via the Internet has found 

its way into all spheres of our daily lives. When

analyzing current developments and future

trends, it can be observed that there is 

an increased growth in the worldwide demand

for access to this communication medium. 

An especially interesting aspect is the fact

that besides communication within the net,

the demand for transactions is also growing

rapidly. This holds true for the B2B ( Business-

to-Business) as well as for the B2C

(Business-to-Consumer) market.

By Barbar a Fr ey,  FAKTUM

Quarterly Focus

Securing the Future
for E-Commerce and M-Business.
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running parallel to the technologies for secure e-finance,

aiming at integration and following the trend of

convergence of media and solutions. Basic technologies

and standards had been stated within the financial sector,

later becoming compulsory for a lot of affiliated business

areas. The Internet banking standard HBCI with

its high-level security requirements is an example 

for such a development.

HBCI (Home Banking Computer Interface) was

defined by the German central banking authority ZKA

in order to establish a common and secure Internet

banking system for all German banks. Released in its

first version by the end of 1996, it is not only a data

definition standard but also a system for an extremely

high-level security of data transmission via the Internet.

The first HBCI solution has already been implemented

by FAKTUM in January 1997.To ensure a maximum

of security by using the then available technical basis,

HBCI defined two different security solutions: the pure

symmetric DDV solution (DES-DES-Verfahren) and

the RDH-method (RSA-DES-Hybridverfahren),

which combines the symmetric DES with the

asymmetric RSA for creation of a digital signature.

Due to the fact that by the end of 1996, no smart cards

with RSA functionality were available, floppy disks 

had to be used as the storage medium for the digital

keys when using the RDH-method. But within a very

short time, it became obvious that such a token could

not be a long-lasting solution for both the customer

and the bank.

The European market volume for software

security solutions is predicted to reach $952

million in the year 2002.

With these developments in mind, FAKTUM

undertook at a very early stage to replace this floppy

disk by a more reliable solution. Heading for more

security and more compliance with the upcoming legal

regulations for digital signature, the appropriate token

was found in the form of the first RSA smart card

available in Germany. FAKTUM adopted its Internet

banking solution and developed its own specification

to integrate the TCOS smart card from TeleSec.This

RSA smart card supports digital certificates and allows

the processing of the RSA algorithm directly on the

chip.Thus, the security–relevant keys do not have to

leave the safe smart card when creating the digital

signature. However, not only from the security point of

view was the use of a smart card an important step towards

higher acceptance by the bank customer.The higher

resistance of a smart card in comparison with a floppy disk

was an absolutely positive argument for the consumer.

m-banking/finance as a part of customer care.WAP 

and the upcoming UMTS technology allow the 

fast realization of this market development, based on

the cellular phone and the pocket PC.

Accelerated by cost saving and the need of up to date

target group marketing, the velocity of this market

growth runs parallel to the development of IT solutions,

enabling secure transactions for e-banking and secure

payment for e-commerce.The secure transmission and

filing of documents as well as of sensitive data is a general

task, driven by the professional use of the Internet as 

a business platform, but also for private purposes.

The ubiquitous need for all the above-mentioned scopes

of online business is the warranty of authenticity,

integrity and confidentiality.As a result, the consumers

need affordable high-level security solutions, available

in large numbers and easy to use.The European market

volume for such software security solutions is predicted

to reach $952 million in the year 2002.

High-level security
for e-finance

One e-commerce area in which authenticity, integrity,

confidentiality and non-repudiation play an absolutely

crucial part is electronic banking and all other kinds 

of financial services, representing a large portion of 

the overall e-commerce business. For this reason,

developments for the security of e-commerce are

Quarterly Focus
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Moreover,besides all these “hard facts”, the “soft facts”of

psychological awareness of security also increased the use

of the smart card as opposed to a floppy disk.

As a further service,TeleSec, the product center of

Deutsche Telekom, also already offered the functiona-

lities of a trust center.This facilitated the installation of

structures for a certification authority already in 1998

and enabled FAKTUM to offer its clients a really

innovative security solution. Delivering the complete

frame for the overall working process, a profound

Internet solution for payment and stock trading was

established. At a later stage, other RSA smart cards

evolving on the market were also integrated into the

FAKTUM solutions, like the StarCos SPK 2.2/2.3.

Besides the RSA technologies, the E-banking

solutions of FAKTUM also support the other HBC

security methods.

Apart from securing payment services and stock

trading via the Internet, the smart card is also an ideal

instrument for creating added values for the banking

and e-commerce customer. One important example is

payment via the Internet by use of a prepaid card, i.e.

the German GeldKarte for cashless payments. But in

order to use this functionality via the Internet, a lot of

specified conditions had to be defined and established.

Meanwhile, the necessary security regulations have been

released and the first solutions are announced to the

market. From the point of view of the customer, the

possibility to pay with the GeldKarte while shopping

in the Internet is an important step to more safety and

convenience within E-commerce, but it depicts only

one half of the picture.As long as there is no way for

the consumer to reload his GeldKarte directly via the

PC or a mobile device without going to his bank, the

workflow process still lacks the required continuity.

Consequently, the 50 million (approx.) German Geld-

karten will only be an optimal medium for Internet

payment when solutions for reloading via the Internet

become available.Anyway, they represent an interesting

potential to offer an alternate way of payment, especially

for smaller amounts.

The actual development of the smart card policy

within the German banking community also points

towards consumer oriented solutions.With the ZKA-

RSA smart card, a combined smart card for both digital

signature and GeldKarte-functionality will be available.

This will finally open the way for the consumer to use

one single smart card for both internet banking and

brokerage as well as a payment medium for e-commerce

transactions, thus increasing safety and convenience.

But also other e-commerce applications have

already been experimenting with the use of smart cards.

One example is the C-SET project, for which FAKTUM

also contributed its technological input.Within this

project, the PKI structures securing transaction data of

credit cards within an e-commerce application were

combined with transportable keys on a smart card, to

allow payment independent from the user’s computer.

Internet shops today attract different kinds of 

e-consumers. Some of them do not see a problem in

using credit cards for payment; others would never

communicate their credit card number via the Internet.

But there is one common aspect for all of them: they

decide spontaneously to buy a certain item when surfing

through the Internet. For such applications, it is actually

not possible to request the use of any security token

within a predefined PKI structure.This requires other,

flexible mechanisms to ensure security for such business

cases. Security in this context may not be reduced to

the confidentiality of messages.A very important aspect 

of security is also the back-office handling of Internet

orders – a factor of security for both customer and

merchant. For such requirements, FAKTUM has

implemented within its secure application server,

SecuCert functionalities to issue,handle and administrate

Internet stored values, such as bonuses or vouchers.The

flexible architecture based on F-Open Framework

allows a later integration of PKI-components as well as

the support of different communication channels, such

as Internet or WAP.

The mobile challenge

An essential aspect of modern life and thus a growing

market is the increasing demand for independent,

mobile communication.This also applies to the field

of e-commerce and the area of e-finance. In some

European countries, the distribution of mobile phones

is growing much faster than the distribution and access

of the Internet.The educated user today demands access

not only “round the clock”, but also “round

technology”.This mainly applies to the demand for

information, but on a growing scale also for financial

transactions, especially for stock trading.But due to the

technical conditions of the available hardware and the

existing market situation, smart card based securities

are not always applicable. In such situations, a software-

based security solution has to be used, preferably

including a server-sided migration option to a hardware

based solution. This also applies to all WAP-based

applications, which – for the time being – do not offer

satisfying security.

Quarterly Focus



Other,TCP/IP based solutions already support the

demand for mobile business as well as for confidential

and compulsory exchange of messages and

transactions. One implementation was made by

FAKTUM based on Windows CE, securing the

finance transactions by means of encryption and

digital signature according to HBCI, with the use

of a smart card.With the mobile MCF client for CE,

banking and brokerage transactions are permanently

available for the bank’s customer when using a hand 

held device supporting a smart card-reader and a

TCP/IP communication component.

In case of banking or e-commerce via mobile

phones, there is almost no way to use a smart card

independent from the telecommunication provider.

Only a very small percentage of mobile phones offer

the dual slot technology, and the market shares of such

devices are extremely small. Different consortia, like

Radiccio or MSign, try to establish standards for mobile

signatures, but a generally accepted solution for digital

signatures on mobile phones is not yet available. Here,

the use of another hardware token could be an

appropriate solution. By replacing the function of the

smart card by USB token and generating the digital

signature via such a security medium, the problem of

two smart cards and one slot would be solved – if, the

mobile phone already includes USB ports.The parallel

use of one single security token for PC and the mobile

device would be guaranteed – each PC today includes

an USB port.

The development and integration of USB-related

technologies is also a very important activity for

FAKTUM. In cooperation with international partners,

FAKTUM is involved in the customizing of a smart-

USB security module, combining the established

security technology of smart cards with an enhanced

usability, thus making special reader equipment and

extra software obsolete.The aim is to integrate secure

e-commerce, e-finance and mobile applications into

this advanced hardware platform by adapting existing

software modules.

Security for 
e-commerce 
and more

Besides the financial sector, other market branches soon

recognized the important role of the smart card – not

only as a security medium, but also for transportation

of added values.The combination of means for customer

care as well as customer security at the same time,make

the smart card an ideal platform for added values.

Beside numerous B2B and B2C applications, the

governmental sector and other special public branches,

such as the health sector, have discovered the smart card

to install safe means for the use of the digital signature.

For this purposes,FAKTUM has developed CryptoSeal,

a product line including ready-to-use applications as well

as a software development kit with numerous func-

tionalities for encryption and digital signature of

transactions, files, documents and e-mails.

The application SecuSeal from the CryptoSeal

family has already proven its generic usability. Supporting 

soft- and hardware tokens, the product is already being

used by a bank, which is also offering HBCI-based

banking to secure the e-mail correspondence between

the customer and the bank. Due to the structure of

SecuSeal, the user and/or the bank can add a digital

signature to e-mails or documents exchanged between

the communication partners via the Internet, based on

the same keys and certificates on the smart card used

for the banking transactions.This enables the bank to

offer its customers not only secure and legally binding

Quarterly Focus

COMPANY PROFILE:
FAKTUM’s core competences are in the fields of IT security, innovative

e-finance and e-business solutions, cryptography, smart card technologies,

and consulting. Hallmarks of the company in addition to technological

innovation are product scalability, time-to-market strategies and turnkey

solutions. FAKTUM also focuses on the integration of national standards

in international solutions. Beside a wide range of solutions for secure,

confidential and legally binding Internet transactions, FAKTUM also offers

IT security consulting and services.

The company headquarters is located in Mainz on the Rhine, in the

immediate vicinity of the banking and finance metropolis of Frankfurt. In

order to expand business on a larger scale, a branch office was opened in

December 2000 in the Köln/Düsseldorf area. Around the same time,

FAKTUM engaged in the ASP business by investing in cadooz AG,

a Hamburg based application service provider concentrating on Internet

stored values, i.e. offering and clearing of Internet vouchers.

With all these activities, FAKTUM is permanently keeping track of the

needs of today’s as well as future target groups, to satisfy existing and

upcoming needs for security and confidentiality in the Internet. It is part

of the worldwide efforts to build the basis for the enlargement of online

business and thus securing a future for innovative business solutions.

For further information 
please visit 
FAKTUM at www.faktum.de
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banking transactions, but

also the comfortable and

secure exchange of forms

and messages via the net.

For system integrators

and software development

companies, the CryptoSeal

SDK is available. It is

offered in two different

versions: the Standard SDK

and Professional SDK as an

extended version for the

high-end demand. With

CryptoSeal, an SDK is

available which allows the

integration of smart card

based security as well as

software based keys, into

existing workflow pro-

cesses. This enables the

FAKTUM-partners to

create their own individual

branch solutions in a fast

and easy way. Due to the

general need for standardi-

zation and interoperability,

CryptoSeal is based 

on industrial standards,

including the smart card functionality with a PKCS#11

interface. Fast and effective integration of new smart card

types is achieved by a special interface as part of the

PKCS#11 library, allowing support of new smart card types

just by adding a new module and ensuring flexibility and

scalability of CryptoSeal in the long run.The CryptoSeal

attribute certificates allow filing and managing of attributes

and functions of a cardholder, facilitating definition and

determination of the functions of a signer. Due to this

function, special attributes for a special group of people can

be assigned, i.e. to allow access to certain additional software

features only for this target group.

A crucial development within CryptoSeal is the online

access to a trust center, which automatically submits index

support and cut off lists.All smart card applications made

by FAKTUM are designed to run on different smart cards

and to work parallel to other applications. In this way,

FAKTUM supplies the solutions for multifunctional cards,

unique products, offering the possibility to activate new

target groups. Finally, all applications specified by FAKTUM

are based on ISO 7816.
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People are defining new communication channels at a
rapidly increasing pace and cutting wires even faster. 
The increased use of portable communication devices 
is accompanied by an increased interest in securing
information transactions. ‘Business on the go’ has become
a part of everyday life and with the growth expected in 
this market the risk of security being compromised has 
left consumers searching for trusted and convenient
alternatives to traditional passwords or PINs.

Bioscrypt's advanced core technology that is used in
Bioscrypt™ Enterprise, as a trusted solution for network 
and login access security, has matured with market trends
and is now available as Bioscrypt™ Portable. What it 
offers is an add-on or integrated solution for portable
communication devices such as cell phones and PDAs.
With ‘Bioscrypt On Board’ you can be assured your
customers will have the security they need for their 
wireless needs.

Bioscrypt, a world leader in biometric authentication,
develops and licenses trusted security solutions for 
original equipment manufacturers seeking to maximize
access security and user convenience in wired and 
wireless applications.

Securing your future 
in the wireless world

I m a g i n e
life without passwords

Robert McVicar
Email: rmcv@bioscrypt.com
T: 416 - 467-3327
F: 416 - 467-9631

Contact:
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Advanced
Network Security
How cryptographic techniques support e-business

How can reliable and trusted processes be achieved?

The simplest solution can be found within the classical 

e-commerce applications such as online shops. Here

the network is used for communication (using http

protocol) only until the customer decides to place an

order.Then secure http (using secure socket layer SSL)

handles the further process. This protocol helps

customers to gain trust in the shop’s identity as the SSL

protocol ensures that they are talking to a centrally

registered web server.This is done by checking the

digital signature of a trusted certification authority (e.g.

verisign) on the server’s certificate. Normally the

customer will not be identified using this mechanism,

so the shop owner at this time of the process does not

know with whom he is really communicating.The

customer now places his order and sends his personal

information, the delivery address as well as his credit

card information.The SSL protocol ensures that the

communicated information is encrypted and cannot

be eavesdropped by third parties.The shop owner trusts

the customer by validating the credit card information

with the issuing organization.

This works nicely for the E-commerce case.The

credit card companies mostly cover the things that can

go wrong, such as fraud using stolen credit card

information. The e-business case in general is somewhat

more complicated. Here interacting parties (e.g. two

companies or a company and its customers) want to

maintain their business relationship using electronic

processes.This could include the updating of a partner 

on new developments and other information, the

intriguing challenge of interconnecting production

planning and monitoring or an effective joint project

of a new product. Simple solutions using SSL just to

hide the information and to authenticate one partner

are no longer effective here. For this purpose the

network has to ensure that:

• Communication is kept private (encrypted),

maintains its integrity and cannot be replayed

• Partners can be identified at all times

• Partners can selectively access resources such as

servers within each others’ networks and are

not blocked at the internet/intranet interface

Quarterly Focus

By Dr. Dirk Loomans CE Infosys GmbH

We are at the beginning of a develop-
ment that will forever change the
nature of our IT-networks. Up to now
networks have been used to
interconnect computers, e.g. the PCs
of a company’s intranet, and to grant
access to so-called network resources
such as file servers, printers and
backup devices. At present the 
networks are just means to ensure
communication and the flow of
information between its components.
With e-commerce, e- and m-business
(just to name a few of the new 
“e” acronyms) the network has had 
to take over new responsibilities. 

In addition to ensuring communi-
cation, it now has to support
business processes and to make sure
that such processes are reliable and
trusted. In this article we will discuss
how secure networking at present is
achieved within the framework of 
e-commerce applications. From there
we will derive the additional require-
ments for e-business applications in
general and analyze how the secure
IP protocol IPSec is used to fulfill these
requirements. Finally the CE Infosys
advanced IPSec implementation will
be presented and its application to 
e-business scenarios discussed.
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via a gateway-to-gateway

link, meaning all traffic

leaving one network via the

gateway heading for the

other network is entirely

encrypted, including the

original IP header.A new IP

header is added to route the

packet between the gateways using the gateway addresses

only.This allows the complete hiding of all information

about the internal networks while they are tunneled

between the partners.Tunnel mode allows the use of

totally unsecured and untrusted networks such as the

Internet itself to route confidential data between two

networks as if a private communication line was used.

The client addresses within the networks do not have

to be known to the transporting network (e.g. internet)

between the gateways.This is called a Virtual Private

Network (VPN) connection. (Figure 1)

To encrypt the communication, the partners have

to agree on the encryption method (e.g. triple DES)

and the keys to use.This can be done in different ways.

RFC 2409 proposes the Internet Key Exchange (IKE)

procedure to achieve this. Encryption methods such as

DES and its enhancements Triple DES as well as

extended DES are mostly chosen. Public key methods

are often used to establish a communication link

between two partners and to exchange the key needed

to encrypt the data for IPSec. This means that the

communication partners (e.g. two tunneling gateways)

authenticate each other by utilizing X.509 type

certificates.The public keys from these certificates are

then used to exchange the symmetric key to encrypt

the further communication. From time to time this

method is applied to refresh the communication by

exchanging a new key.

IPSec using IKE is generally suited to address many

problems connected to e-business communication.

It ensures:

• Identity of the partners

• Confidentiality, integrity and non repudiation

• Usability for many protocols (tcp, udp etc.)

building on IP

• Transparent use with non-IPSec components

within the communication path

Although this implementation has some flaws as well:

• The authentication process at the beginning is

time consuming due to the use of public key

algorithms. Many communication requests at

the same time can lead to degraded

performance of the participating network

Quarterly Focus
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Tunnel
Principle

• Many communication protocols can be used,

not only web protocols such as https

• The performance of the network is not degraded

• All partners involved are able to administer and

to monitor all e-business connections easily.

To tackle this, the standard Internet protocol has to be

enhanced. IP only ensures communication, but does

not address authentication or confidentiality.The secure

Internet Protocol IPSec was developed to provide

security enhancements over IP. In its current

standardization IPSec takes care of authorization and

encryption, and is suited to fulfill some of the

requirements given above,while others remain unsolved.

Let us briefly examine the way IPSec can be

implemented in today’s infrastructures. IPSec is based

on a series of standard documents in the process of

ratification by the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF), that are designed to provide various security

services for systems using either the current Ipv4 or

the future IPv6 protocol.This is based on a series of

Request for Comments (RFCs), which are trying to

define the different aspects of IPSec. RFC 2411 gives

a roadmap of how all documents link together. Most

of the various elements are proposed standards waiting

to be ratified as Internet standards.

IPSec uses two different protocols to provide

systems with security: IP Authentication Header (AH)

and IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP).AH as

defined in RFC 2402 provides a relatively modest

amount of additional security such as authentication,

anti-replay and integrity services for the entire IP packet.

This assures two communication partners that the data

they receive is unmodified and did originate from the

other. Nevertheless, the communication can still be

subject to eavesdropping.

IPSec using IKE is generally suited to address

many problems connected to e-business

communication.

ESP provides encryption of the data carried in IP

packets, as well as authentication, integrity and 

anti-replay services, so ESP actually encapsulates the

data within its protocol structure.

Additionally IPSec defines two packet formats called

transport and tunnel mode.Transport mode can be used

to communicate between two client systems within,

for example, a company network. Both systems have

to support IPSec, while the components in between

do not necessarily require it.They simply forward each

packet.Tunnel mode is used to connect two networks

Fig. 1:

The Tunnel 

principle.
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Another scenario with companies is that of Secure

Remote Access.CE Infosys advanced IPSec implemen-

tation also allows connection of roaming users to a

company network using the Internet.The IPCryptor

then assigns the user a company internal IP address that

can be used inside the encrypted payload of the IPSec

packet.Therefore no address translation is needed. Due

to the fact that the advanced IPSec packet contains the

identity of the user, the firewall module inside the

IPCryptor is able to base its rules on the user identity

rather than on their actual IP-address.

In order to explore the full capacity of the advanced

IPSec implementation some other examples might serve

as a reference. Private Web serves, for example, as a gate

for anonymous and certified customers to access a com-

pany’s information services.The information resources are

placed behind a W3Cryptor that shields the servers from

the Internet.The W3Cryptor without any changes,

processes all anonymous requests heading for the public

web server.The firewall module just makes sure that

only allowed requests pass through. Once a user clicks

a link connecting one of the protected information

servers (web servers or any other information resource,

e.g. ftp-server) the W3Cryptor drops the request and

sends a request back to the client in order to initiate an

IPSec communication. If the client is equipped with a

special piece of software and a smart card reader, it

responds with IPSec communication using the methods

mentioned above.The W3Cryptor is now easily able to

authenticate the user and to let his request pass through,

after decrypting the IP packet. In addition, it is able to

provide the server with the credentials of the user to

allow for a user specific feedback of the server.This is

a very powerful scenario as it allows the granting of

access to partners using the standard Internet interface.

The rules for access can all be administered centrally

on the W3Cryptor. By deleting a user on the device it

Advanced Packet Key Generation

Part of the IPSEC Header

Inside the secure hardware

Random Generator

Packet key 112 Bit

User key 112 Bit

Key Signature Packet Magic

112 Bit64 Bit

OWF

ENC

DEC

64 Bit 64 Bit

64 Bit
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components and possibly the danger of

blocking the communication flow in general.

• Due to this aspect and the fact that each

communication channel needs to be

monitored and updated from time to time,

a VPN gateway can only handle a given 

set of channels at the same time.

An essential requirement for e-business is accountability.

In order to bring e-business to life the partners need

to know the identity of their communication partners

and maintain this knowledge at all times. It is not

important to know which client system with a given

IP address is accessing a server, but whether the user

behind the keyboard is legitimate.Especially in the case

where two companies connect their networks over a

public network to enable e-business, current IPSec

implementations do not cover accountability. In addition

to that, a public key infrastructure (PKI) is needed and

should span over both partner’s organizations, in order to

authenticate partners using public key methods.This is

hardly the case.

To overcome these hurdles CE Infosys developed

an advanced implementation of the IPSec protocol

utilizing ESP.The implementation only uses symmetric

encryption so that there is no performance penalty for

initiating connections.The number of simultaneous

channels is theoretically unlimited (in practice limited

to 65,000). No PKI is needed, but the method to

exchange keys between partners is done using smart

cards for example. To avoid that keys have to be

exchanged periodically, the CE Infosys implementation

uses the Advanced Packet Key Generation (APKG)

method (See Figure 2).

This mechanism ensures that each IPSec packet

uses a different encryption key.Also, this mechanism in

combination with CE Infosys hardware encryption

technologies (e.g. SuperCrypt IC) guarantees for high

data throughput at moderate costs, which is essential

for the success of e-business implementations.

Consequently, companies are using CE Infosys

IPCryptor as a high performing VPN gateway to secure

their global communications. A centralized ad-

ministration concept,known as GlobalAdmin ensures easy

rollout and maintenance coupled with company-wide

enforcement of central communication security policies.

An essential requirement for e-business is

accountability. In order to bring e-business to

life the partners need to know the identity of

their communication partners and maintain

this knowledge at all times.

Fig. 2:

Advanced 

Packet Key

Generation.
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For further information 
visit www.ce-infosys.com

is guaranteed that this user will not

be able to access anymore any non-

public information resource,

regardless of the access rules on the

information resource itself.

Another situation where the

advanced IPSec implementation is

of use can be described in the

following example. Let Company ‘O’ be an outsourcing

partner to company ‘A’ and B. ‘O’ could, for example,

administer database servers for both companies.As A and

B are not related they insist that O ensures that it is unable

to access the networks of A and B simultaneously.This

because it would result in a path between A and B, which

could be used to access confidential information or services

within each other’s network, regardless of the non existing

business relationship. Using CE Infosys IPCryptor and a

smart card enabled IPSec client (very similar to the one in

the first example) this can be easily achieved without the

necessity for company O to maintain two different networks

for both clients. In case that an administrator needs to access

network A from his workstation, he only has to place the

appropriate smart card in his reader. Then all

communication from his workstation is encrypted using

the key for network A and the IPCryptor will pass on every

packet heading for network A. All other packets will be

dropped, so that even a process (e.g. a Trojan horse) running

in the background of the workstation will not be able to

access any other network. To change from A to B the

administrator only has to toggle smart cards.All IP traffic

towards B will automatically be passed on and all other

traffic dropped.

Many different e-business scenarios can be realized using

the advanced IPSec implementation, such as secure access

to intranet resources for external partners, encrypted storage

of data on internet based servers, secure network to network

communications of business partners with transparent

address translation and last but not least online gaming.

In summary, all three concepts described in this article

provide e-business application with a versatile spectrum of

security enhancements. SSL that serves as a method to secure

transaction for the Web, IPSec in its RFC conform

implementation to provide secure data tunneling between

different servers and client systems and advanced IPSec to

maintain accountability while tunneling information in

secure channels.

With these techniques at hand it will be possible to

realize true business to business and business to customer

relations without security compromises. Once these

protocols have found their global acceptance the network

can take over its role as the sound and secure infrastructure

on which e-business can grow.
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Mobile 
E-commerce
solutions
Various solutions are being considered

for the buying of services and

products with a mobile phone. One

concept is to use the pre-paid value

or phone contact account to be

debited. In this case the phone

service operator  (Telco) becomes

the clearinghouse. Demonstrations

of this technique to buy low cost

content, soft drinks and even parking

tickets have been made, and for so-

called micro-payments ranging from

a few cents to several Euro’s. This

process has merit. However it

requires a relationship to be built

between the Telco and the merchant.

The wide variety of merchants across

any given country would require the

Telco to build clearance services as

complex as any major credit card

company. An alternative is to simply

type in the credit card number, but

if the phone and the card were

stolen at the same time this offers

little protection against fraud. This

type of incident has already occurred

in the UK, where pre-paid phone

usage was bought with stolen credit

card information.

One solution is to use the credit card in a second

slot on the phone, as the data link has some encryption.

However the extra cost and size of phone limits this concept.

An alternative may be the use of PDA’s such as the

Siemens IC35 with a built in card reader linked remotely

to the phone. In this case the SIM card is used to provide

an encrypted data function.

If the banks and Telco’s could cooperate over security

in the SIM card,the bankcard data could be stored in the SIM.

This would offer the user full on-line banking. This

requires the SIM chip to have enhanced cryptographic

features as in the new SLE66CX320P from Infineon.

These new secure SIM functions are expected to be

issued along with the

higher data rate GPRS

phones in 2001. The user

may then authorise a

transaction with a simple PIN.

The issue now becomes a

commercial one for the

Telcos offering WAP and

3rd Generation Phones

(3GP). Will Telco’s become

merely portals with revenue

made from advertising and by rental of their bandwidth,

so called “bit-pipes”?  Alternatively will they become

commercial partners with major brands and merchants

as have been seen with TV broadcasters with some of

the new interactive digital TV services?

Standards for Mobile
E-Commerce
Some industry initiatives are dealing at the moment with

the issues of securing mobile e-commerce: e.g. MeT,

TCPA, and Radicchio. MeT (Mobile Electronic

Transactions) was founded by Ericsson, Motorola and

Nokia to develop an open and common industry

framework for secure mobile electronic transactions.

The TCPA (Trusted Computing Platform Alliance) was

founded by Compaq, HP, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft to

enhance the trust into the platforms like computers,

The Role of Security
IC Technology
in the Mobile E-Commerce Market
By Chris Shire                    Infineon Technologies UK Ltd.

The mobile phone and in particular the GSM
system has become the most popular
consumer product since the TV.  The pene-
tration per head of population has reached
over 70% in some European countries.  The
success of the technology used is in part
due to use of a standard of the software
architecture. 
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The Subscriber Interface Module

(SIM) card allows a var iety of

phones with a range of networks.

The chip in the card provides

identification, authentication and

allows special services software to

run. The SIM card IC has ensured

that fraudulent cloning of phones is

a thing of the past. This chip in

conjunction with the over-the-air

data links using WAP allows users to

send and receive e-mails, browse

web sites and find local services.

Today pre-paid phones have become

the preferred choice for users. They

give freedom from long-term

contracts, but although the phone

can be identified, the user becomes

anonymous. This anonymity in-

fluences any commercial contract

where a 3rd party is acting as a

guarantor of payment, and the buyer 

and seller must be identified 

to ensure the transaction is

completed correctly.



PDAs, and mobile phones, which also allows more secure

transactions than today.

While the TCPA is going for a hardware security

chip solution on the main board to stick security to the

platform itself, the MeT allows a variety of possibilities:

Using the SIM/WIM card, a WIM card, an additional

token, software, or – like the TCPA – a hardware device

bounded to the main board.

The question behind this is always the same: how

can secure storage of secrets like keys and secure

computing be guaranteed to provide secure transactions?

Biometrics 
and Phones
There are circumstances where, as with

credit cards, the user’s PIN number is either

written on the phone, or obtained by

covert surveillance. There are now solutions

being demonstrated to link the user to

their phone using biometric technology.

A fingerprint IC sensor such as the

Infineon FingerTIP™ can be incorporated

into the phone, not only to ensure an

authorised user can use the phone, but

individual e-commerce transactions can be

“signed”. The fingerprint sensor can have

the same effect as a thumbprint in wax used to authorise

documents in China thousands of years ago. The

personal fingerprint features are securely stored in the

SIM IC so that the user cannot be electronically cloned,

and only an authorisation signal is issued rather than the

fingerprint itself.

Infineon Technologies provides SIM card IC

technology to most GSM operators in the world, with

offerings from basic GSM up to the latest Java based

phase II GSM SIM toolkit cards and beyond, by working

within such industry groups as those already mentioned.

Additionally Infineon is working on alternative solutions

that can be bounded to the main board as requested by

TCPA and MeT.

If 3GP and GSM rollout continues there will be over

1Bn users of digital mobile phones by the middle of this

decade. In has been predicted (Ovum June 2000) that

global revenues from e-commerce, advertising, content

subscriptions etc. could exceed $17Bn by 2005. Securing

these transactions will be crucial and it will be via the

enhanced use of Security IC technology that users and

providers will be able to trust the mobile phone.

For further information visit
www.infineon.com/security_
and chipcard_ics/
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Faktum Softwareentwicklung GmbH
P.O.Box 10 02 62 · D-55133 Mainz
Tel.: +49-6131-5 83 70-0
Fax: +49-6131-5 83 70-4
www.faktum.com · info@faktum.com

Your client: mobile. 
Your business: dynamic. 

Your IT-security?

IT-Security consulting

Competence for your security –
from analysis to solution

SecuCert

Secure application server for safe manage-
ment of e-business, i. e. internet stored
values and secure print on demand

MultiChannelFinance

Comprehensive solution for e-banking and 
e-brokerage with highest security standards

SecuSeal

User oriented application for digital signature
and encryption of e-mails, documents or files

CryptoSeal SDK

Professional applications development for PKI
solutions, digital signature and encryption

Solutions: 
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The concept behind all of Astro's biometric products

is that they are based on a proprietary minutia-based

software algorithm, which is implemented in a multi-

layered software scheme.This scheme is the reason that

Astro can cut down development times on applications,

which normally take much longer to develop. Astro

believes that standardized Hardware and Software

platforms are key to the success stories with their

biometric customers.A flexible API written on “C”

allows implementation on several settled applications,

that combine Single-Sign-on as well as PKI or other

solutions. In addition to their full range of biometric

products, Astro also offers an integration and

development service that, using the special high-tech

knowledge of the employees of Astro Biometrical

Services, is intended to help customers cut down the

development time in realizing their biometric

requirements. This service can be used for all

biometric technologies such as Voice, Irisscan, Face

recognition etc.

This is important for customers, as the development

of biometrics solutions are on the increase as PIN

numbers are proving not to be security-user-friendly.

Approximately 40% of all co-workers in large-scale

enterprises, as well as private users of computers, forget

their passwords annually.This usually occurs because

there are several passwords and PINs that a user has to

remember. (For the computer, the credit card, the

mobile phone, etc.) Therefore,more and more so-called

biometric solutions,which can execute the identification

of individual people on the basis of individual physical

characteristics, have become a necessity. Besides voice,

palm print, face, or iris-recognition, the most popular

of the physical characteristics is the fingerprint.

Biometric products
from Astro Datensysteme AG

By Astro Datensysteme AG       

Within the Trust

Technical specifications of the
Astro Bio Smart CardTM:

Microprocessor: RISC based 32 bit CPU

Signal Process: Embedded Digital Signal Processor

Clock frequency: 50 MHz

RAM: 512 Kbytes or greater

ROM: 512 Kbytes or greater

Cache: 4 Kbytes

Data encryption method: RSA (during the data transmission between the 
outer device's card R/W and the smart card)

Image Scanner: FingerTip (Infineon Technologies)

Method of image capture: Capacitive, solid state (CMOS)

Active area of the scanner: 11,1 mm x 14,3 mm

Resolution: 224 x 288 pixels, 513 dpi,
8 bits/pixel grey-scale image

Usable grey levels: Approximately 80

Interface: Serial port

Life cycle: 100,000

Available Interfacing: 10/100 Mbit, Myfare standard,
Parallel Port, LCD Interface, CRT IrDA,Audio

Dimensions: ISO 7816 standard Smart Card size (one, the outer
part of the BSC is thicker than the standard size)

Operating temperature: 0 °C ÷ + 40 °C

Storage temperature: – 40 °C ÷ + 80 °C

Verification algorithm: Minutiae-based,Vector Algorythm(AFIS Checked)

Allowable rotation: ±45°

FAR: 10-5 in quality level 4.
(There are 4 available fingerprint quality levels)

FRR: 2-5x10-2

Power Supply: 3.3 V (through the card’s ISO 7816 standard 
electrical connector), or Batterie 
(for use with Myfare standart)

Card R/W connection: Through the Smart Card interface (SCI) 
of the microprocessor

However, it would appear that smart cards, originally

non-biometric devices, offer the best price/security

against other storage media for financial information.

A smart card is a safe and favourable system for storing

valuable information like private encryption keys,

account numbers, passwords or confidential information.

To update this device using biometric technology,Astro

Datensysteme AG has developed an unique item, the

Astro Bio Smart Card™. Beside the latest smart card

developments, like encrypted data transfer to the smart 

www.astro.de
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For protection of departments or whole buildings,

Astro Datensysteme AG developed the Astro Access

Control™, an affordable solution suitable for nearly all

security and identification applications.This system is

available in two versions.One being a stand-alone version

with an integrated fingerprint scanner,and the other

being a desktop version, which runs with a

computer. The connection to the business

internal network is realised via a Fast Ethernet

Interface.The time needed to identify is less than five

seconds when memorising the fingerprint and less than

two when checking the fingerprint.The system is compact

and versatile when used, being a stand-alone or having

more than one system usage.

Last but not least, the Astro OEM solutions offer a

multiplicity of possibilities for developers and programers.

Whether under Microsoft or Unix operating systems even

sophisticated programs for the fingerprint scanner Astro

IDS™ can be sketched problem-free.All Astro security

solutions are available for the most common operating

systems such as Microsoft Windows NT / 2000,SPARC

/ x86 Solaris or RedHat / SUSE Linux.

card reader/writer,this device has another basic component:

the FingerTIP sensor module from Infineon Technologies.

This module does not use any optical elements, it is a

capacitive sensor,which is much smaller than optical ones,

and it provides fingerprint images without distortion.When

a finger is put on the active surface of the fingerprint scanner

only the ridges touch the scanner and the surface of the

skin acts as a counter-electrode.The different distances of

the fingerprint’s ridges and valleys to the electrodes of the

sensor,result in different capacitor values and therefore the

sensor’s electrodes will be charged to different voltages.The

software creates so called minutiae (intersections and endings

of the skin’s furrows) and stores the individual fingerprint

profile, which is written onto the smart card itself.

This characteristic makes the Astro Bio Smart Card™

suitable for payments, or for usage in any application 

in which there is a need for mobile personal verification

/ authentication.

The Astro IDS™ also uses the person’s fingerprint,

from all the different biometric characteristics, to uniquely

verify the identity of its user.The Astro IDS™ is an external

device, connected to the parallel port of the user’s

workstation.Via self-adhesive tape, it can be mounted on

the monitor or the keyboard. The included Dactylo

Software ensures access to the computer only after the

user’s authentication.

Astro IDS Smart™, a strong solution, which offers

the user further reserves of security, is a combination of the

Astro IDS™ with a smart card solution.This brings an

even higher safety level to the user and their enterprise.

The important information, the image of the individual

fingerprint is stored on the smart card Chipset and no

longer on the module of the Astro IDS™.By support of

the “Myfare” standard, conventional solutions as well as

Astro IDS Smart™ solutions with contactless smart cards

are available.

The main aim of the development of the 

Astro AFIS™ (Automatic Fingerprint Identification

System) was to shorten the searching time when a specific

fingerprint has to be found in a whole database. If an

unidentified fingerprint is given,the Astro AFIS™ System

searches through the database for the person to whom it

belongs.This process was tested successfully in branches

such as the police, the army and immigration authorities.

The units of the system are connected via a LAN Ethernet

network.The system in its basic installation is an inde-

pendent network but if there is a need, it is possible to

connect it to an existing network (depending upon certain

conditions).If there is also a need for communication with

remote systems, the system is capable of establishing

connection either via telephone lines or by means of radio

frequency data transmission.

Technical specifications of 
the Astro IDSTM fingerprint
scanner:
Image Scanner: FingerTip sensor 

by Infineon Technologies AG

Method of image capture: Capacitive, solid state (CMOS)

Active area of the scanner: 1,1 mm x 14,3 mm

Resolution: 224 x 288 pixels, 513 dpi,
8 bits/pixel grey-scale image

Usable grey levels: Approximately 80

Interface: Parallel port (the standard  
IEEE 1284, EPP 1.9 protocol )

Life cycle: 100,000

Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 10 mm

Operating temperature: 0 °C ÷ + 40 °C

Storage temperature: – 40 °C ÷ + 80 °C

Verification algorithm: Minutiae-based

Allowable rotation: ±45°

FAR: 10 - 5 in quality level 4. (There 4 available 
fingerprint quality levels available)

FRR: 2 - 5 x 10 - 2

Power Supply: From the parallel port

Attachment: Can be mounted to the monitor, or the
keyboard by self-adhesive tape on both sides

Card R/W connection: Through the serial port

Supported OS: Windows2000/NT4.0,
Solaris SPARC/x86, RedHat/SUSE Linux
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The V-Pass is a biometric reader for physical access

control installations.The modern reader eliminates the

need for pins, keys or cards to gain access to secure

areas.To gain access, the user simply places their finger

on the reader and in less than one second the V-Pass

confirms or denies access based on a database of

fingerprints from authorized users.The V-Pass performs

enrollment, identification and template storage for 200

fingerprints all within a small ergonomic case.

Technical features 
include:

• One touch fingerprint Identification for 

access control installations.

• User-friendly installations with pigtail

connections and single gang or mullion 

mount compatibility.

• Flexible communication options, including

RS232, RS485 and Wiegand.

• Simple and quick enrollment of 

fingerprints, less than 3 seconds.

• Advanced technology maintains accuracy 

even with dirty, cut, scarred, aged,

wet and dry fingerprints.

“It is clear that everyone wants to eliminate the burden of

cards,keys and pins.However,until now,a highly accurate

and PC independent fingerprint identification reader

designed specifically for physical access was just a James

Bond vision “said Biometric ID Vice President of Sales &

Marketing,Julia Webb.“As you can imagine, it is extremely

exciting to now be able to fulfill this demand with a first

of its kind solution that can truly meet the realistic

expectations in this market.Our V-Pass

provides that one touch fingerprint

identification reader solution that

organizations can rely on for their

access control requirements.”Biometric

Identification is a leading provider of

strong user authentication solutions.

Their offerings consist of fingerprint

enabled authorization software,readers,

smart card solutions and stand-alone

OEM identification modules for

convenient and secure access to

everything from an enterprise to a front

door. BII is a spin-off of Arete

Associates, a technology think-tank

focused on product development for

the U.S. Department of Defense (the

“DoD”).The Company's fingerprint

technology was originally developed

as a result of interest in biometric

technology for gun safety and control.

Today,Biometric ID end users include:

Etrade, GTE, IBM, Intel, Inter-

continental Hotels,Mitre Corporation,

NASA, Ohio University, Siemens,

Technicolor,Toys-R-Us,Turner Broad-

casting,US Embassy,US Navy,VISA.

By Biometric Identification

For more information, contact

Biometric Identification by 

phone at 818/501- 3908, or visit

www.biometricid.com

No more cards,
keys or even
pin numbers !

“It is clear that everyone wants to eliminate the

burden of cards, keys and pins. However, until

now, a highly accurate and PC independent

fingerprint identification reader designed

specifically for physical access was just a James

Bond vision” Julia Webb, Biometric Identification

The new V-Pass offers the ultimate biometric solution, one touch
fingerprint identification in a reader for physical access!
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The Veriprint 2100 terminal

incorporates Biometric Identifi-

cation’s advanced fingerprint

verification technology in a self-

contained terminal. The V2100 is

an easy way to add enhanced

biometric security to an existing

system. A variety of operating

modes including High Security,

Scheduled Access and Time

recording ensure a good match

for your application.

• Plug and Play installation

• Generates and maintains an 

irrefutable time stamped log

(8000 transactions)

• Flexible communications options

including Wiegand I/O, RS232,

RS485

• Terminal includes convenient

software package, providing user

friendly fingerprint template

enrollment and administration

capabilities.
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CE Infosys is the leading supplier of data security solutions

for worldwide linked computer networks.As well as its

headquarters in Bodenheim (Rhine/Main) the company

is represented by further service and sales branches throug-

hout Germany.At the Asian headquarters in Singapore,

they provide international companies dealing in financial

commerce, industry and administration with CE Infosys

products and solutions.

In the centre of their performance range is the develop-

ment, the manufacturing and the sale of security

technologies for the encryption of data and networks.The

company’s knowledge spectrum ranges from cryptography,

over software-design, security management, smart card

operation systems to the development of special Security

ICs. Developments resulting from teamwork with well-

known companies in the field of basic technologies for

security systems are a further guarantor for the high

innovation-power and competitiveness of CE Infosys.The

effective interaction of their offering of hard and software

products with their top speeds, powerful algorithms and

long keys guarantees an intelligent, user-friendly and

reliable security management solution.
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A Question of
Security

CE Infosys implements new Crypto-Algorithm in its
security solutions. Hardware-encryption comes to
the fore.

By CE Infosys

CE Infosys, supplier of

complete data security solu-

tions in worldwide linked

computer networks, has an-

nounced the implementation

of the new  Cryptography-

Algorithm Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in its products.

The background to this development is the modern techno-

logical basis of the new algorithm, which in comparison to the

until-now dominating DES-Standard has a significantly higher

degree of efficiency, implementation capabilities and flexibility.

AES is to be applied in all hardware and software products of

CE Infosys.The implementation into their own chip-line is

also planned. For reasons of investment protection, all solutions

of CE Infosys are offered with Triple or Extended DES as well

as the AES algorithm for a transitional period and migration

concepts from Extended DES to AES have already been in de-

velopment for their first customers.

“We trust in AES as it meets the newest technological and

security requirements, which of course we want to provide to

our customers”, declares CE Infosys Managing Director - Dr.

Dirk Loomans.“AES is suitable for applications in large server

or mainframe surroundings, as well as for smaller applications

such as smart cards.”

The AES is the result of an invitation for tenders for a new,

more efficient encryption standard as a successor for the DES,

which was started worldwide in 1997 by the US-American

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), brought

about by the increasing security requirements in the scale of e-

business transactions. However, the extensions of the DES,

Extended DES and Triple DES could not meet the re-

quirements. In the beginning of October 2000 NIST, which

directly comes under the US Department of Commerce,

determined in Rijndael an algorithm, which was developed by

Belgian experts, as the new standard.

www.ce-infosys.com
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Towitoko has always been an innovative company.The very

first solution produced by Towitoko made it possible to

control access using circulating smart cards such as the

German phone and health insurance cards. Later on

Towitoko produced many different products and solutions

in the area of smart cards and smart card readers. Currently,

the Towitoko product range consists of:

• The smart card reader family CHIPDRIVE

• Various smart card solutions for CHIPDRIVEs,

including application software for the retail market

• Various custom-designed smart card solutions

The core business of Towitoko has always

been smart card readers and related

software.Various products in 

the Towitoko product range

account for over 1 million smart

card reading devices delivered.

Towitoko have found that in the smart card

reader industry, experience and dedication are

important factors for technology leadership.

The activities of Towitoko AG are well grounded in

two market areas: the worldwide project business and the

retail market with complete application packages for the

PC-user.To handle customized orders quickly, reliably and

with an attractive price / performance-relation is considered

to be one of Towitoko's strengths.

For the CHIPDRIVE product family, the typical

applications are:

• E-banking

• Network security

• Electronic commerce

• Digital signature and encryption

• Health care

• Administration of GSM cards

• And many proprietary systems based 

on our comprehensive driver structure.

CHIPDRIVEs are market proven products with excellent

reference projects and are considered very attractive 

by the market due to the ease of installation and 

trouble-free functionality.

In 1992, Tobias Wieler and Thomas Kohn established their smart
card company - Towitoko. Developing smart card solutions from
the very beginning, the company has grown to its current leading
position in the market for PC smart card readers and solutions.

Towitoko has developed technological advantages for

its smart card readers with a sophisticated driver structure,

a superior power management, and the low-cost design

based on standard electronic components, as well as the

shared mouse port.Various patents and an extensive end-

test after production, emphasize their technological

dedication.

Towitoko can be seen to be providing a unique driver

infrastructure, which leads to genuine multi-functionality.

There is only one driver, supporting all CHIPDRIVEs with

the most common APIs:

• PC/SC by Microsoft (MS logo for Windows 98 /

2000,Windows NT)

• CT-API

• OCF

• NETS interface (Singapore)

• ...And LINUX-support, SCARD interface etc. etc.

The Towitoko SCARD Server is the core of their driver

structure. The main characteristics of the SCARD

interface are as follows:

• SCARD supports the whole product family

CHIPDRIVE

• SCARD applies for all operating systems

• SCARD supports all APIs at the same time

• SCARD has a full modular structure

• SCARD has comprehensive management 

of all communication between applications 

and terminal by the SCARD Server

• Application interfaces with a set of modular dll's

• Modular terminal interfaces integrated into the

SCARD Server

The key advantages for this product are the quick support

of new terminal types, an easy integration of new API's -

with full support of all CHIPDRIVE terminals - and the

possibility to integrate new terminals very easily into existing

applications.This versatile driver structure, it is hoped, will

give Towitoko access to many projects worldwide.

From
to By 

Towitoko AG
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Hardware Applications
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Middleware

CTAPI
• BCS – Basic Command Set according MKT 
• Parts of B1 Command Set Teledoc
• 16 & 32 Bit Version

• FAKTUM HBCI Software
• DataDesign Homebanking
• German Health Card Apps

• NETS Internet Payment
• CAP Raport Applications

• IBM Internet Broker Demo
• IBM Digital Signature Solution

• Interface to PC/SC Ressource Manager
• Compatible to all PC/SC Applications

• GSM Edding SIM-Surf
• SmartCard Explorer
• other TOWITOKO software products
• other customer product (IBM NL)

• IXOSS Van, German CashCard
• Payment via Internet
• other apps for ORGA interface

• IBM Internet Broker Demo
• IBM Digital Signature Solution

• Gravis GSM Edding Software

• M.U.S.C.L.E. Project

NETS
• Certified by Netrust Singapore
• 16 & 32 Bit Version

OCF
• IBM Open Card Framework
• by generic Interface and PCSC

PC/SC i.p.
• Microsoft SmartCard
•WIN 95’ 98 ant NT standard

SCARD
• proprietary high level Interface

ORGA
• Emulation for Orga DLL Interface T=1

PC/SC DRIVER
• Microsoft SmartCard standard
•WIN 95’ 98 and NT

Apple Macintosh Driver

Linux, Unix, Solaris Driver
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For further information please contact Towitoko AG, sales@towitoko.de or visit www.towitoko.de
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counterfeit planar data, especially when the pressing

force, angle, and the finger's temperature and moisture

will affect the verification result.Thus, the success level

from live scan technology is surely much higher than

matching a planar and static fingerprint.

The Evaluation standards for fingerprint verifying

techniques are FAR (False Accept Rate) and FRR (False

Reject Rate). An ideal product has both high FAR and

FRR, but current techniques are not able to reach both at

the same time. The solution is to position products to

combine high FAR and low FRR for handling data security,

and high FRR and low FAR for attendance management.

With the onset of the Information Age, fingerprint

verification technology is destined to play a significant role.

Its application areas include social security, office security,

information security, home security, and personal security.

Market Opportunities 
for Partners and 
System Integrators

Although fingerprints have been used for identification

and other purposes for hundreds of years, it is only

recently that technological innovations and the cost of

computing has made automatic fingerprint identification

and verification possible. While the technology is

capturing public imagination, the

merits and benefits of using

such a system is starting to be

better understood and so

the acceptance of fin-

gerprint devices has

greatly improved.

Startek, with many years of experience in optics,

electronic engineering, imaging processing and software

capability has developed products with very high reliability

and duration for customer’s OEM/ODM usage.

Startek’s technology provides:

• Better performance with FAR: 1/100,000 -

1/1,000,000 & FRR: 1/30 – 1/100

• Cross matching

• Minutiae-only algorithm

• Low software memory

Startek's Fingerprint
VerificationTechnology

The traditional fingerprint matching method is quite time-

consuming. Since the 1980s,many governments have started

to upload fingerprint cards into main frames. The

quantity has accumulated to the amount of 100,000,000.

Nevertheless, this data is not easy to use. Dr.Wen-Hsing

Hsu, the founder and consultant of Startek Engineering

Inc., started to study fingerprint verification theories back

in 1983. He established solid verification theories for the

complicated fingerprint patterns and made fingerprint

verification applications commonly accepted.

During the early stage of research, the perfect fingerprint

was employed for verification tests. In practice, however, it

was found that it was unlikely that a person would press

their fingerprint perfectly.This factor, as well as the moisture

condition of the finger influenced the verification quality.

The live scan technology from Startek is based on some

complex rationales. It employs optical techniques to

capture 3 dimensional images and does not accept

Fingerprint Verification
Technology brings

Exciting Opportunities.
By Startek 
Engineering Inc.

Fingerprint Verification
Technology brings

Exciting Opportunities.
In the Info-Age, intellectual assets will become very valuable
to human beings.  In the practice of electronic authentication,
people can undertake networking business deals, shopping,
banking, even stock transactions.  Currently, passwords are one
of the most common ways to guard computer security; never-
theless, they can be forgotten or shared.  This, in effect, reduces
the effectiveness of the security audit trail. However, a biometric
characteristic of not being forgotten, lost, stolen and copied
provides seamless security in any application. 



Electronic commerce is another area

with great opportunity for the fingerprint

recognition products. Fraud in monetary

value electronic transactions has cost

consumers and the related industry billions

of dollars world-wide each year, and as the

volume of the transactions grows so does the

fraud. Fingerprint verification technology

provides enhanced security for electronic

transactions.Applications including: point of

sales (POS) terminals, automatic teller

machines (ATM), smart card and security

trading. Future fingerprint identification

products will also be able to be incorporated

into Internet security infrastructures using

public and private key pairs, to allow

business-to-business transactions such as

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). The

practice of storing fingerprint (biometric)

data in a smart card is commonly recognized

as a necessary security measurement for

user authentication, to provide a higher

level of security of transactions for

consumers over the Internet.

Database vendors such as Oracle have

also started to look for enhanced security

using fingerprint identification technology

to protect electronic information. Startek’s

products can also be used in network and

database application, operating systems and

access control to safeguard stored electronic

information. In the future, it is possible that

quite significant amounts of personal

computers will be equipped with a finger-

print identification unit.

In many cases, fingerprint verification

replaces long troubled password or personal

identification number (PIN) for the user and

this will greatly ease the difficulty for minors

or senior people who do not feel comfortable

with computers or devices like ATM or POS.

As users increases, the need of fingerprint

devices will further grow over a long period of

time.

Startek believes this is just the beginning

of an era of a market that will require massive

deployment of biometrics (fingerprint) based

devices and solutions which will provide our

partners, system integrators, value added

resellers, distributors with a greater accuracy,

convenience,and ease of use than card systems.

A fingerprint verification-based access system

allows much wider scope for people to par-

ticipate and feel comfortable doing so.
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Around the world, governments and public

agencies are establishing large-scale fingerprint

identification and verification systems: many

countries are putting or planning to put fingerprint

data into their National ID Card. Although the

United States and Japan have a long history of using

paper- based fingerprint for immigration control,

automation of this process is under investigation.

Soon, hundreds of millions of people will have their

fingerprint(s) stored in National ID cards or

passports. The business potential for fingerprint

enrollment and verification systems is tremendous.

For years, law enforcement communities have

also used fingerprints for criminal identification with

ink and roll cards. Ink and roll cards have to be collected

and mailed to sites with Automated Finger Identification

System (AFIS) for scanning and processing. Startek is

one of the very few companies that provide a live-scan

fingerprint booking system, allowing fingerprint images

captured by the live-scan unit to be compared to a

database of fingerprint images in AFIS. Certain law

enforcement agencies are in the early phase of

converting ink and roll card to live-scan systems.

Several countries are planning or investigating using

fingerprint booking systems in law enforcement units

such as police stations and verification units in patrol

cars. In the United States, the interest of implementing

applications within the government and academies

is widespread and quite varied: several states are

putting fingerprint data in driving licenses while some

states use fingerprint verification for social benefit

recipients. Large system implementation based on

fingerprint identification in these and other states is

expected to happen within the next few years.

Fingerprint identification devices can also be used for

physical access control in sensitive or classified areas

such as military bases.

In retail, manufacturing and service industries,

fingerprint identification systems have been accepted

for time and attendance management to replace

traditional time card systems.The ability to track and

control an individual’s entry, exit and break 

period gives better measurement of attendance, reduces

data processing redundancy and increases overall

productivity for business situations in: open service area,

remote sites and contract services.

Fingerprint identification and verification

technology can also be used in the restriction of

buildings, controlled or sensitive areas, even machinery

and equipment. It replaces or enhances security levels

for access cards that are currently used. It also provides

more accuracy, convenience, and ease of use than card

systems. Fingerprint verification-based access systems

allow much wider scope for people to participate.

6060
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Specifications:  

Startek Stand-alone
Embedded Fingertip
Verification module: 
FCP 100 Series

The Startek Embedded fingerprint verification module
combines years of experience in fingerprint technology and
high-volume manufacturing with today’s best DSP and CMOS
technology.This module contains a powerful DSP chip and a
high-quality Startek own-designed feature extraction and
matching module. The design even captures dry fingerprint
and low-resolution images. The compact series brings you
the most reliable performance in biometrics authentication
for any system integration applications.

FCP101 

(Optical Module)

FCP102 

(Chip-senor Module)

Features:  
• High performance DSP chips inside:

with 80Mhz, 32-bit RISC CPU.

• High reliability: the unique and advanced minutiae-only based

algorithm achieves the most reliable matching accuracy.

• Easy to integrate: RS232/422/485 interface included to eliminate

complex cabling, no further parameter adjustment required.

• Low cost: the most cost-effective module in the market.

• Low power consumption, Li-battery workable.

• Compatible to any platforms.

• Low memory.

• Low FRR, FAR.

Item
FCP101 FCP102
(Optical Module) (Chip Sensor 

Module)

Interface RS232/RS422/RS485

Dimensions 45mm(W) x 90mm(L) x 10mm(D)

Microprocessor 80Mhz 32-bit RISC CPU with DSP

Supply Voltage DC 5V ± 10%

Power Consumption Standby: 1W
(Including Reader) Operating: 2.25W

Fingerprint DRAM 1M x 16-bit
DSP Module Flash RAM 1M x 8-bit
(FCP100) Operating Temperature 0°C ~ 70°C

User Data 2456 users * 2 fingers

Log Data 7000 records

Baud Rate 9600, 19200, 38400 and 115200 bps

Matching Speed Less than 1 second

FRR 1/30 ~ 1/100

FAR 1/100,000 ~ 1/1,000,000

Allowable Fingerprint Rotation ± 35°

Allowable Fingerprint ± 10mm
Displacement

EMI Certificate FCC class B, CE under testing

Optical Module Chip Sensor
Module

Interface to FCP100 TTL EPP

Image Size 256 x 256 500 DPI 224 x 288 500DPI

Supply Voltage DC 5V ± 10% DC 5V ± 10%

Power Consumption < 0.5W Operating: 50mW

Fingerprint Dimensions 78mm x 28mm x 17mm 21mm x 18mm x
Reader 1.5mm

Reliability > 100,000 power on hours > 100,000 tips

Operating Temperature -20 to 65°C -40 to 85°C

Data Rate 3.5 frames/sec 2 frames/sec

Accuracy < 1% geometric distortion < 1% geometric
distortion

Optical Spec Red LCD N/AMTF=0.2 at 10 cycles/mm

Sensor CMOS imager/ASIC-Built-in Capacitance
microprocessor Chip Sensor

ESD 15kV 12kV

Applications

Point of Sales, PC Peripherals,ATM, Banking System,
Security Exchange System

Access Control Time Attendance Notebook 
Cellular Phone

For further information visit:
www.startek.com.tw
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Calum Bunney is an independent consultant, 

and director of International Biometric & Authentication

Consulting Ltd. More information is available at 

http://www.authentication-reports.com

Column

Firstly we have an embarrassing terminal issue to deal

with.What amazes me the most is that one year ago the

only general alternatives to the PC as a good manager

for secure commerce of any sort, were the smart card

and the automated teller machine (ATM):now we have

difficulty choosing between cards,tokens,mobile phones,

and PDAs.To explain the slow adoption of the card we

need only point to its early lack of similarity to the PC:

its closed architecture and lack of reader distribution.

To explain the slow adoption of the ATM it is enough

to note that the walls of most houses are too thin. In

the time since smart card introduction we have been

thinking harder about secure transactions, and for me,

this has resolved itself into a number of issues revolving

around the acceptable management of our digital

identities.These are either given to us (like passwords);

belong to us already (like fingerprints);or are combined

in some special way on a specialised device (like the

HBCI banking smart card).Typically we use two of

these factors to securely manage our identities.

Wherever they come from, the significant volume

and the diversity of new digital identities will be

generated from outside the desktop computer.Largely

through wireless telephony and smart card based

applications. These are the volume platforms, the

democratic platforms, and increasingly, as SECURE

argues, the secure platforms.As Chris Shire (Infineon

Technologies) points out, the mobile handset market is

now tending in volume towards the disposable and

bureaucracy-free (i.e. subscriber account-free) handset.

With a market penetration of close to 70% for GSM

users in Europe this phone has to be pushed to the

commercial limit, and who better to do

this than the network telecom companies

controlling the SIM cards.The business

model is emerging for these networks to

manage customer identity and payments

securely through the mobile phone;but

the emerging question mark over the

success of this solution is a growing

problem of anonymous identities gene-

rated within the market area of account-

free phone holders.

Thinking ahead we might ask

ourselves what matters most here. Is it

the phone purchaser’s identity or is it the

continuity of identity for someone who

wishes to begin a transaction history with

a supplier? My money is virtually on the

second of these. What matters is the

secure transaction and not the loss of a

$50 phone.There are opportunities for

creating reliable identity continuity by

using the user fingerprint on the

telephone.This does not imply ownership

of the phone any more than we own our

own bank ATM machine, but for each

transaction driven through the SIM card

a continuity of identity can be derived

from an original enrolment transaction.

As for the bank ATM, that is what

matters;and when linked with the secure

network, an anonymous phone with a

biometric sensor completes the identity

management system without intimida-

ting the phone buyer.Security becomes

an optional incentive and not a disincen-

tive to buy.

Secure ID management owes much

to emerging terminal developments.For

those committed to the idea of the smart

card – just one wafer thin card – then

the development story is clearly not

finished.Micro technology is experimen-

ting with the inclusion of batteries,

sounds, visual displays, and even finger-

The last issue of SECURE

(*available at www.silicon-

trust.com) concerned itself

with the towering presence

of the PC, and the need to build or even

beat Trust into it. This current issue

addresses itself to the broader, and

still hazily defined world of customer

identity management. What is the

Security IC contribution to the issues

surrounding management of digital

identities?

print sensors,which have been demon-

strated inside the card, form factor.

Further than the security benefits of a

dedicated platform, the concept of

making the total system a more personal

device is surely a winner in the hardening

privacy climate: the logical extension of

the trend to lock all private data into the

card.The user no longer needs to query

the system. Do you dare to ask your

restaurant waiter what he did with your

credit card when you last ate out? Your

personal IC system card does.It will even

keep an independent audit of transactions

for you to dispute with the big brother

system at a later date. Moreover, such a

card interacts with the established card

reader network, so no big headaches

about cards being useless without readers.

In all of this,the role for the Security

IC is clearly to disguise and hide the

fundamental operations.What could be

more opposite to the open architecture

approach that has made the PC such a

winner? We need now to establish a co-

existence of the two approaches.Security

through obscurity meets growth through

transparency, and the two live happily

ever after.We might marry them in an

industry church such as a federal banking

institute: the German Home Banking

Computer Interface plugging together

PCs and smart cards,as well as Germany ś

Teletrust project which embraces

biometric security of user credentials.Or

we might pursue the matter from the

individual customer perspective: the

BioAPI discussed by Cathy Tilton owes

much to the experience of separating the

general requirements for systems security

from the secure properties of any

particular product.New security it seems

comes gift wrapped in little boxes, and

you can have any colour you like.So long

as its black…

By Calum Bunney

RunningCommentary
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